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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Different kinds of flow simulation programs have been developed to
predict a multitude of various cases in the field of fluid dynamics. They are
employed to optimize the shape of airfoils, to improve the efficiency of turbines,
or to predict the weather. They are also used to predict the behavior of jets
discharged into ambient waters. These jets might consist of heated water from a
thermal power plant, industrial waste water or treated sewage. All of these have
potentially harmful environmental impact. The degree of this impact depends not
only on the amount of heat or the concentration of the pollution, but also on the
way it is discharged into the ambient waters. One way of discharging heated or
polluted water is illustrated in figure 1, which depicts the plumes of a deep
submerged multiple-port buoyant discharger.
Regulating agencies have developed specifications concerning ambient
temperature and dilution requirements for the regions near the discharges to
minimize the impact on the environment. Therefore, it is necessary to design and
construct discharge systems which meet dilution requirements and are cost
effective.
The buoyant flow simulation programs UDKHDEN and PDS were
developed to assess and improve the performance of design configurations in
order to fulfill these requirements. The plumes of deep submerged multiple-port
buoyant dischargers are analyzed by UDKHDEN. PDS simulates the plumes of
buoyant surface jets. The results of the programs, which are given in tabular
form, contain information on the trajectory, dilution, temperature distribution and
in the case of UDKHDEN, the concentration distribution of pollutants.
Itwould behelpfulinassessingtheperformanceofacertain
configuration,if the calculated data could be displayed graphically on the
screen. Therefore, it was the goal of this thesis to provide interactive graphics
for both programs. In order to satisfy the user's needs, the interactive graphics
must have a high degree of freedom in displaying the results.2
Figure 1 Deep submerged multiple-port buoyant discharger plumes3
CHAPTER 2
The Programs UDKHDEN and PDS
The programs UDKHDEN and PDS are buoyant flow simulation programs,
which predict the behavior of jets that are discharged into ambient waters. They
are written in FORTRAN and calculate the characteristics of the plumes of
different discharge configurations.
Figure 2 PDS field application example4
Figure 2 illustrates a field application of PDS. Heated flow througha
channel with an assumed uniform velocity and temperature distributionis
discharged into ambient water. After the jet enters the ambient water the
centerline of the plume is gradually turned into the direction of the surrounding
current and enlarged due to entrainment. Additionally, the effect of buoyancy
causes the plume to spread out on the surface.
The centerlinepositionisdescribedin two dimensions since the
centerline is always at the surface. This depicts one main difference between
UDKHDEN and PDS. UDKHDEN calculates the characteristics ofa deep
submerged multiple-port diffuser. The behavior of a typical dischargecase can
be seen in figure 1. The rise of the plume due to buoyancy, addsone more
dimension to the centerline of this plume and is therefore three dimensional,
compared to the two dimensions of the PDS centerline.
UDKHDEN calculates the behavior of the flow for one or more discharge-
ports, whereas PDS isrestrictedto only one discharge channel. As a
consequence of having more than one jet merging of the plumes can occur, as
shown in figure 1.
Both programs employ the integral method to produce similar ordinary
differential equations to describe the flow characteristics. Theseare the
continuity equation, the energy equation, the momentum equationinthe
direction of the centerline, and two curvature equations in the case of UDKHDEN
and one in the case of PDS. These ordinary differential equations are solved in
both programs by means of Hammings predictor-corrector method.
UDKHDEN
The program UDKHDEN is more complex than PDS. Itwas therefore
chosen, to explain the governing equations and the Hammings predictor-
corrector method.
The result of a sample run of UDKHDEN can be seen in figure 3. The
definition of the output variables is given in the nomenclature. The second
section of this output file indicates the configuration of the example. This
includes the discharge flow rate, the temperature of the discharged fluid,its
salinity, the diameter of each discharge port, the number of dischargeports, the5
PROGRAM UDKHDEN - V:2.7
SOLUTION TO MULTIPLE BUOYANT DISCHARGE PROBLEM WITH
AMBIENT CURRENTS AND VERTICAL GRADIENTS. MAY1994
UDKHDEN Version 2.7 (5-14-94)
UNIVERSAL DATA FILE: test
CASE I.D. Test input file
RUN TITLE: This is a sample run with the input file: test.in
DISCHARGE=50.0000CU-MIS* TEMPERATURE= 30.00-C * SALINITY= 0.000-PPT
DIA-M= 1.0000 * NO. OF PORTS=3 * SPACING=20.00-M * DEPTH=50.00-M
VERTICAL ANGLE =40.00 * HORIZONTAL ANGLE =85.00
DEPTH
AMBIENT STRATIFICATION PROFILE
(M) TEMP (C) SALINITY (PPT)DENSITY (G/CM3)VELOCITY (M/S)
0.00 13.50 10.00 1.00709 0.500
20.00 11.00 10.00 1.00744 0.490
40.00 9.00 10.00 1.00767 0.450
60.00 7.50 10.00 1.00781 0.350
80.00 6.50 10.00 1.00788 0.200
100.00 6.00 10.00 1.00791 0.000
FROUDE NO= 61.67,PORT SPACING/PORT DIA= 20.00
STARTING LENGTH= 5.834
ALL LENGTHS ARE IN METERS. FIRST LINE ARE INITIAL CONDITIONS.
X Y Z DIAM. DRHO DTCL DSCLDILUTION
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.00
0.39 4.48 3.74 2.72 0.990 0.981 0.993 1.99
0.89 10.79 8.63 9.13 0.244 0.259 0.285 7.44
1.35 17.39 13.12 15.35 0.129 0.115 0.162 13.95
PLUMES MERGING
1.75 24.26 17.20 21.25 0.081 0.043 0.113 21.23
2.10 31.37 20.84 26.47 0.055 -0.003 0.087 27.15
2.40 38.66 24.13 31.37 0.038 -0.033 0.069 32.13
2.6846.05 27.17 36.22 0.025 -0.053 0.055 36.51
2.92 53.53 30.00 40.90 0.015 -0.067 0.046 40.45
3.15 61.07 32.66 46.09 0.008 -0.085 0.040 44.07
3.36 68.67 35.15 50.61 0.002 -0.104 0.038 47.43
PLUMES HAVE REACHED EQUILIBRIUM HEIGHT -STRATIFIED ENVIRONMENT
3.56 76.32 37.49 54.95 -0.004 -0.122 0.036 50.59
3.74 84.02 39.67 59.09 -0.008 -0.139 0.034 53.53
3.91 91.7641.68 63.02 -0.013 -0.154 0.033 56.27
4.08 99.5443.53 66.72 -0.017 -0.168 0.031 58.80
4.24107.36 45.20 70.17 -0.021 -0.180 0.030 61.12
4.39115.22 46.69 73.34 -0.024 -0.191 0.030 63.21
4.54123.11 47.98 76.20 -0.027 -0.200 0.029 65.08
4.68131.03 49.07 78.74 -0.029 -0.208 0.028 66.72
4.82138.98 49.96 80.93 -0.031 -0.214 0.028 68.11
PLUME HAS REACHED WATER SURFACE
TRAPPING LEVEL= 14.02 METERS BELOW SURFACE, DILUTION=48.55
Figure 3 UDKHDEN sample run6
spacing between the ports, the depth of the discharge ports, and the vertical and
horizontal angles of discharge relative to the ambient flow.
UDKHDEN can also handle a stratified density profile and vertical velocity
variations in the ambient flow. The profile that was chosen for the samplerun
can be found in the third section of figure 3.
2.1.1 The Governing Equations
Hirst [1,2] presented an analysis of a single port discharge. He developed
the axis-symmetric equations of motion and energy from the Navier-Stokes and
energy transport equations. By assuming axis-symmetry and integrating in the
radial direction, these equations may be reduced to the following form:
conservation of mass,
d
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and the curvature equations











and its over bar indicates time average values.
(6)
(3)7
Entrainment (E) is considered to be the pumping of environmental fluid
into the plume. The accuracy of the calculations depend to a large extent on how
precise the entrainment is approximated. Morton, et al.[3] developed the
following expression for the entrainment:
E = abAuc, (7)
The various terms in these equations are defined in the nomenclature.
Figure 4 illustrates the coordinate system used and defines el and 0,.The
integralsin equations (1-7) can be evaluated once suitable velocity and
temperature profiles are chosen.
Figure 4 Coordinate system employed8
2.1.2 The Three Regions of the Plumes
The calculation of the plume characteristics is divided into three regions,
illustrated in figure 5. In the zone of flow establishment, the profiles change from
the assumed top hat" shape at the end of the discharge nozzles to bell-shaped
profiles as shown in figure 6. Following the zone of flow establishment is the
E
Figure 5 The three regions of the plumes
region of fully developed single plumes, where the profiles remain similar,
changing only in magnitude. In the zone of merging plumes these single plumes
slowly merge into one another. This merging region can occur anywhere along











Figure 6 Sketch of the assumed velocity profiles within the zone of flow
establishment10
2.1.2.1 Zone of Flow Establishment
In the zone of flow establishment the assumed top hat" discharge profile
is transformed into a bell-shaped profile. This bell-shaped profile is similar to the
Gaussian profile, but its finite domain has a calculational advantage over the
Gaussian profile. This is important for the calculations of the merging plumes.
Figure 6 shows the profiles assumed in the zone of flow establishment.
The length of the zone of flow establishment is indicated in the result of a
sample run of UDKHDEN (figure 3). The starting length gives the distance from
the port to the point on the trajectory where the profile is transformed into a bell-
shaped profile.
2.1.2.2 Fully Developed Single Plume
The governing equations (1-7) can be integrated when the bell-shaped
velocity and temperature profiles are added. This is shown for the zone of a fully
developed single plume.Itis assumed that the velocity, temperature and
concentration profiles obey the 3/2 power distribution law. It is:






With these relations the governing equations can be evaluated, and the






Momentum along the trajectory
G3= EUsin 0, cos62 +G4g sin 0,
and the Curvature equations
del EU_ -cos°,
cis E (G3 cos92
4
and
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where a, are experimentally determined coefficients.12
2.1.2.3 Merging Plumes
The plumes begin to merge when the width of the individual plumes
become equal to the spacing between the ports. This has to be taken into
account in the calculations since the profiles are no longer axis-symmetric.
Figure 7 shows a cross-section of merging plumes, and figure 8 shows the
approximate shape of the concentration distribution along the line connecting
the center of each individual plume.
77
Figure 7 Cross-section of merging plumes
In order to continue the integral analysis through the merging zone, the
profiles in the merging plumes must be known. Superimposition of overlapping
concentration and velocity distributions furnish the approximation. Thus, we
obtain the following profile for the concentration distribution. Similar expressions
were used for the velocity and the temperature distribution:13
Frr12 C=C,- 1-) 0 <r < L-b (22)
312i





Figure 8 Approximate shape of concentration distribution
2.1.3 Hammings Predictor-Corrector Method
After introducing the velocity, concentration, andtemperature profiles in
the equations (1-7) a set of ordinary differentialequations is obtained for every
region of the flow. These equationsare evaluated by means of Hammings
predictor-corrector method [5]. This isa fourth order method. The fourth order
Runge-Kutta method is used to compute the startingvalues for the not self
starting Hammings predictor-corrector method.





The following steps show the algorithm employed to evaluate the
specified ordinary differential equation (24) by means of Hammings predictor-
corrector method.
1. Predict a value of y at x = xn+1, and call it y,_,.
2. Using (24), calculate y',,=f(x,,,,,Y,_1)
3. Using the corrector (25), calculate a new y,.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the difference between successive values
of y, is within some predetermined tolerance.
This method is call predictor-corrector technique, since step 1predicts
y,, and step 3 corrects this prediction. The corrector for this method is
Y,1 = -8 [9Y,,Yn-23h0)::+1 2.Yfr:Yn--1
2.2 PDS
(25)
PDS calculates the plume characteristics of a single heated surface jet
discharged into ambient water with uniform velocity and temperature distribution.
The basis for the calculations of this program is an analysis due to Prych [6] and
modified by Davis [7,8].In addition to a difference discharge geometry, PDS
uses the Gaussian profile instead of the 3/2 power profile employed in
UDKHDEN.
An interesting phenomenon that governs the fluid behavior in UDKHDEN
as well as in PDS is the spreading of the plume. The spreading of the plume, as
in the case of a deep submerged jet, is mainly caused by jet mixing, as long as it
does not reach the surface. When the plume reaches the surface the effect of
buoyant spreading must be taken into account. This latter contribution to the
spreading of a plume governs the jet simulated by PDS to a high extent. The15
equations used in PDS are similar to these used in UDKHDEN except for the
buoyant spreading phenomenon.
Buoyant spreading can be explained as follows. The lower density of the
thermal plume causes it to rise slightly above the free surface of the surrounding
water. The height of the rise at any point is proportional to the local vertical
density difference between the plume and the ambient water and the depth of
the plume at this point. Since both the density difference and the depth of the
plume decrease from the center to the edge, this height varies from a maximum
at the center to zero at the edge, causing the plume to spread in that direction.







where b is the plume half width, H is the plume depth and F is the local
Froude number. Surface heat transfer is calculated from the local excess
temperature and a convection surface heat transfer coefficient.16
CHAPTER 3
Modification of UDKHDEN and PDS
The programs PDS and UDKHDEN generate output files from the
computed results that are either listed on the screen or written to a file on a
drive. Figure 3 presents an output file for the program UDKHDEN. An output file
of PDS can be found in appendix A.
One main disadvantage of UDKHDEN and PDS, is the shape of the
plume(s) is not obvious by examining at the output file.Inparticular, the
temperature or concentration distribution within the plume(s) can not be
visualized. It would be helpful to the user of PDS and UDKHDEN to be able to
see the temperature or concentration distributions, in order to judge the quality
of the configuration of the examined case.
It was the goal of this thesis to modify UDKHDEN and PDS so that the
results can either be written to a file, to the screen, or displayed graphically on
the screen. Therefore, the subroutine DISPLAY and other subroutines which are
called by DISPLAY, were developed and incorporated in PDS and UDKHDEN.
Since UDKHDEN and PDS are written in FORTRAN the subroutines were also
written in FORTRAN. The modified versions of UDKHDEN and PDS are called
UDKH GRA and PDS GRA, respectively.
3.1 Lahey FORTRAN F77L-EM/32 Graphics Library
The FORTRAN version F77L-EM/32 by Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.
provides a graphics library as an extension to the FORTRAN language [9]. The
subroutines and functions of this graphics library enable the user to access the
graphic display capabilities of a computer on a basic level. This includes
drawing lines between points, filling an area with a certain color, and writing text17
on the screen. The most often used subroutines and functions are now
described:
PLOTS (11, 12, IMODE)
This routine puts the display adapter in graphics mode and initializes the
graphics package.
NEWPEN (IPEN)
This subroutine sets the current drawing color. The actual color that corresponds
to any particular value of IPEN, and the number of colors available, depends on
the type of graphics adapter that the user has installed on their system.
PLOT (X, Y, IPEN)
This subroutine draws a straight line when IPEN is either 2 or 12. It moves to the
current position when IPEN=3 or 13, it clears the screen when IPEN=-999 or 23,
or it terminates the graphics mode when IPEN=999.
FILL (N, )(ARRAY, YARRAY)
This subroutinefillsa polygonal area with the current drawing color. N
represents the number of vertices of the polygon; and )(ARRAY and YARRAY
are arrays containing the X and Y coordinates of each vertex.
GTEXT (LINE, COLUMN, STRING)
This subroutine prints the text of the CHARACTER variable STRING. It displays
the string at the line and column of the screen specified by LINE and COLUMN,
respectively. The fact that STRING has to be a CHARACTER variable is a
shortcoming of Lahey's graphics library. Numbers can not directly be displayed
on the screen. They have to be formatted by writing them to a CHARACTER
variable. In the modified programs PDS_GRA and UDKH_GRA, this is done in
the subroutine CONVERT.18
IXKEY ()
This function returns a code value for the keypress waiting in the keyboard input
buffer. IXKEY is used in the form KEY = IXKEY () where KEY contains the ASCII
value of the character. If there is no input in the buffer when it is used, IXKEY
waits for a key to be pressed before returning.
There are other subroutines and functions which are not usedas
frequently as these above. These are: CIRCLE, FACTOR, GETPIX, GRINFO,
SETPIX, WHERE, and ISKEY.
The basic concept of using the graphics library is the superimposition of
different layers. This implies that any addition to the current plot is made by
placingit over the existing plot. This concept was widely applied for the
development of UDKH_GRA and PDS_GRA.
3.2 UDKH GRA
For each point on the trajectory(X,Y,Z) the program UDKHDEN
calculates the diameter of the plume (DIAM), the density ratio (DRHO), the
temperature ratio (DTCL), the salinity ratio (DSCL), and the dilution (DILUTION),
as found in figure 3.It was desired that the graphical display shows the
concentration distribution within the plume. Therefore, the information in X, Y,Z,
DIAM, and DILUTION had to be used to generate the desired plots.
Since the trajectory in UDKHDEN is three dimensional, DISPLAY hadto
be capable of displaying two planes simultaneouslyon the screen. These two
planes are the x-y plane and the z-y plane, wherey is the downstream direction
of the ambient water,z,the height over the discharge ports, and xis
perpendicular to y and z. It was desirable and thus implemented in DISPLAYto
plot either of the two planes singly on thescreen in order to analyze the
concentration distributions of the plumes in more detail.19
An additional user support in analyzing the concentration distributionsin
more detail is achieved by implementing a zoom function that allows theuser to
enlarge any region of the calculated domain. Theuser can opt to choose
between equally and unequally spacedaxes. In the latter case, the display is
distorted,but might allow a more preciseinterpretationof the plume
characteristics.
Another adjustment of the graphical displaycan be made by choosing the
numbers of areas representing certain concentration ratios. Upto ten different
areas can be displayed using any color out of a list of 16 colors.
THE DISPLAY SETTINGS ARE:
1.Display mode:
The X-Y plane and the Z-Y planeare displayed .
2.Display Area [m]:
Min_X:-40.0 Min Y: -40.0 Min Z:-40.0
Max X: 69.1 Max Y: 240.0 Max Z: 61.6
The axis are equispaced.
3.Gradiation of Concentration Distribution












The legend is on the righthand side.
5.The distance between the ports andthe bottom is[m] : 50.0000
If you wish to change the settingenter the number of the setting you wish
to change. Enter "0" for a display of the result
.>D
Figure 9 Menu of UDKH_GRA display settings
The user of UDKH_GRA can move the legend positionand optimize the
graphical output by entering the distance between theports and the water body's
bottom. In this screen also the distance the portsare off the bottom can be set.
Figure 9 shows the menu of the UDKH_GRA displaysettings which embodies
the previously described features of the modifiedprogram.20
3.2.1 Subroutines Used for the Interactive Graphics
The subroutine that carries out the graphical displayon the screen is
DISPLAY. DISPLAY is called by the main body of UDKH_GRA.DISPLAY calls
other needed subroutines such as MKGRID, DIS_AREA,CONVERT, CLS,
DASHED, and SECANT.
3.2.2 MKGRID
The subroutine MKGRID creates the frame around the plots,the grid
lines, and the axes labels. The calling statement of MKGRIDis as follows:
CALL MKGRID (TEXT, FRAME, MODE, MIN_X, MIN_Y,MIN_Z, MAX_X,
MAX_Y, MAX_Z, NPORTS)
where TEXT is the title of the run that will be displayedon the first line of the
screen. FRAME consists of 313 numbers and store the coordinates of the
cornerpoints of the frame around the plot. MODE indicates whichplanes will be
displayed, the x-y plane, the z-y plane, or both. MINX, MIN_Y,MIN_Z, MAX_X,
MAX_Y, and MAX_Z store the limits of the plots and NPORTSis the number of
ports.
After the variables of MKGRID are initialized the frame iscreated. Eight
black trapezoids in the case of two displayed planes and fourin the case of only
one displayed plane are generated and filled with black color. This isshown in
figure 10. The concept of superimpositionwas widely used for the generation of
the graphics, therefore it wasnecessary to create the frames in this manner
instead of plotting one or two whiteareas in the middle of the screen.
Subsequently, the labeling of the axes and the grid linesare generated and
superimposed onto the frame.21





Figure 10Frame subdivision in the case of two displayed planes
3.2.3 DIS_AREA
The axes of the plots were divided into intervals of the same size and
marked with grid lines. For example, the y-axis consists of seven intervals. In
order to avoid odd numbering of the axes, DIS_AREA changes the default or the
chosen limits to values that guarantee acceptable numbering of the axes.
DIS_AREA is called as follows:
CALL DIS_AREA (FRAME, MIN_X, MIN_Y, MIN_Z, MAX_X, MAX_Y, MAX_Z,
ES, MODE)
where FRAME, MIN_X, MIN Y, MIN_Z, MAX_X, MAX_Y, MAX_Z, and MODE
depict the same variables as in MKGRID. ES is a CHARACTER variable which
contains the information as to whether the axes are equally spaced or not.22
DIS_AREA initially calculates the stepsizes of each axis representing the
width of an interval on the screen. These calculations are executed according to
the limits of the displayed area which were handed over to DIS_AREA. The
stepsizes are then compared with a list of recommended stepsizes and if the
calculated values differ from the recommended values, the recommended values
are assigned to the stepsizes. If equally spaced axes are desired, the stepsize of
the y-axis is assigned to the stepsize of the x and z-axis. Once the modified
stepsizes are calculated, the new limits of the displayed area are computed and
returned to the calling statement.
3.2.4 CONVERT
One of the problems with the Lahey's F77L-EM/32 graphics library is that
it will only plot CHARACTER letters on the screen. The labeling of the axes
requires that numbers be plotted on the screen. Thus,it was necessary to
convert REAL variables to CHARACTER variables. Thisis done by the
subroutine CONVERT, which has the following calling statement:
CALL CONVERT (NUMBER, STRING)
where NUMBER is a REAL variablein the range of 99999NUMBER
999999. STRING is a CHARACTER*6 variable.
After checking the sign of NUMBER, the subroutine CONVERT calculates
each digit of NUMBER and writesitinto STRING. The calculations are
performed beginning on the left-hand side of the number and generally end
when six CHARACTERS are written to STRING. Therefore, it is necessary, that
the numbers converted by CONVERT lie in the above specified range.23
3.2.5 CLS, DASHED and SECANT
Three other routines developed are CLS, DASHED and SECANT. The
subroutine CLS clears the screen by filling the wholescreen with the chosen
COLOR. DASHED draws a dashed line between two points.
SECANT solves the nonlinear equation (23) for the radius (r) bymeans
of the secant method. SECANT is used in thecase of merging plumes to
determine the distance, r, from the centerline at whicha certain concentration
ratio can be found. SECANT is called in the followingmanner:
CALL SECANT (SPACING, DIA, QUO_C, RESULT)
where SPACING is the distance between two neighboring dischargeports. DIA
is the diameter of the plume, and RESULT is the distance from the centerlineto
the point at which the concentration ratio QUO_C is obtained.
Starting with two initial guesses the method approaches the exact solution
iteratively by applying the following formula
nf P k) (19kP k -1)
Pk+1t'k (27)
This method is illustrated in figure 11 which shows the geometric constructionof
the secant method.
Mathews [10] states, that the successive relativeerror terms of the secant
method satisfyEk+11a A- Ek11618. The iteration is stoppedwhen the relative error
is smaller than 0.001 and the RESULT is then returned.24
y
Figure 11Geometric construction of the secant method
3.2.6 DISPLAY
The subroutine DISPLAY isthe main subroutine that executes the
graphicaldisplay on the screen. Theway DISPLAYisintegratedinto
UDKH_GRA is shown in figure 12.
The user is prompted, before the characteristicsare computed, to enter
the way in which the results will be displayed. In thecase that a graphical
display is desired, DISPLAY is called after thecharacteristics for the entire
plume are computed. If DISPLAY is executed, theuser can optionally modify the
display settings or directly plot the resultson the screen. After terminating the
graphical display the user can either return to the mainprogram of UDKH_GRA
or change the display settings.
When DISPLAY is called by the mainprogram several variables are
handed over to the subroutine. DISPLAY is calledas follows:25
UDKH_GRA or PDS_GRA
Do you wish to
Enter DIS MODE >
D:display results graphically
W: write results on screen/file


















calculation of the distance between the trajectory








calculation of points on boundary
and lottinone area usinFILL,A: N..*.;,, aga&Aw
Figure 13Flow chart of DISPLAY (for the x-y plane)27
CALL DISPLAY (TRAJ_X, TRAJ_Y, TRAJ_Z, DIS_DIL, DIS_DIA, DIS_A, SIZE,
N12, SPACING, P_DEPTH, NPORTS, HANG)
where TRAJ_X, TRAJ_Y, and TRAJ_Z are arrays of the size of SIZE, which
store the points on the plume trajectory. DIS_DIL, DIS_DIA, and DIS_A are also
arrays of the size of SIZE. They store the dilution, the diameter of the plume, and
a factor indicating the degree of merging at each point of the trajectory,
respectively. N12 is the title of the run, SPACING the distance between two
neighboring ports, P_DEPTH the distance between the surface of the ambient
water and the discharge ports, and HANG is the horizontal angle between the
direction of the current and the diffuser axis.
Figure 13 presents the flow chart of the subroutine DISPLAY for the case
that only the x-y plane is plotted. This emphasizes the usage of the developed
subroutines. After the variables are initialized, the main loop for the graphical
display and the loop for writing and modifying the display settings are entered.
At the beginning of the latter loop the subroutine DIS_AREA is called to adjust
the limits of the plots, which were calculated during the initializing of variables. In
this loop, the user can modify the display settings as shown in figure 9.If the
user wishes to change the limits of the plot and if equally spaced axes are
desired, DIS_AREA is called again to calculate the distance between two grid
lines in order to assist the user in changing the limits.
After leaving the loop that writes the display settings on the screen, the
program switches to the graphical mode by calling PLOTS and clears the screen
by applying CLS. Subsequently, the loop in which the areas are plotted is
entered. First, this loop plots the area representing the lowest concentration ratio
and superimposes the area of the next higher concentration ratio upon it, until all
areas for the given concentration ratios are plotted.
The main part of the calculation which determines the points on the
boundaries for a certain concentration ratio is shown in figure 14. The loop given







































Figure 14Excerpt form UDKH_GRA showing the area boundary calculations
ending at the last one. It calculates for each i the coordinates of two points on
the boundary depicting the area with a certain concentration ratio and stores
them in AREA_X and AREA Y. The first point is to the left of the trajectory and
the second one is the mirror image of the first one with respect to the tangential
of the trajectory. This is illustrated in figure 15.
Before the coordinates for point 1 and 2 can be calculated the distance
between point1and 2 must be known. This distance depends on the
concentration ratio, the width of the plume, and whether or not the plumes are29
merging at that point. In order to providea certain clearness in the code of
UDKH GRA the distance between point 1 and 2 isalways calculated regardless
if the plumes are merging or not. To calculatethis distance in the case of
merging plumes the definition of the dilution S
S = SA=C°A
C,













Figure 15Coordinate system sketch for the calculation of thepoints on the
boundaries of the areas
If the plumes are merging and the concentrationis the sum of the two
overlapping concentrations, the subroutine SECANTis employed to redetermine
the distance between the pointon the boundary of the examined area and the
trajectory.After these calculations, the distanceis used to calculate the30
coordinates of the two points on the boundary and the values are stored in
AREA X and AREA_Y.
When all areas have been plotted the trajectories are superimposed onto
the plotted areas. Finally, the frame for the plot is created by calling MK GRID.
Before the user is asked to indicate if another display is desired, the graphics
mode is terminated by calling PLOT. If the user does not want to graphically
display the results again, the program returns to the main part of UDKH_GRA.
3.3 PDS_GRA
The general structure of the in UDKH_GRA integrated subroutines can be
maintainedfor PDS_GRA, sincethedesiredplotsfor PDS_GRA and
UDKH GRA are similar to a certain extent. The two main differences between
the programs are the dimensionality of the trajectory and number of jets that are
discharged. Therefore, it is not necessary to write completely new subroutines.
Instead, the subroutines which were written for UDKH_GRA were adapted. The
names for the adapted subroutines are the same as their counterparts in
UDKH_GRA.
The program PDS was modified in order to integrate interactive graphics
that plot the plume with its temperature distribution on the screen. Thus, the
information about the plume centerline coordinates, the excess temperature on
the centerline, and the width of the plume are used to create these plots. This
information is used when DISPLAY is called as follows:
CALL DISPLAY (WX, WY, TEMP, WIDTH, MAX TEMP, SIZE, TEXT,
AGAIN)
where WX and WY store the coordinates of the trajectory points. TEMP is the
excess temperature of the trajectory points, WIDTH is the width of the plume,31
SIZE contains the number of trajectory points calculated by the mainprogram,
and TEXT stores the run title that will be displayed along with the plot.
Figure 12 shows, that the subroutine DISPLAY was integrated into PDS
asit was in UDKHDEN. Furthermore, the structure of DISPLAY used in
PDS GRA issimilar to the structure of DISPLAY in UDKH GRA. Thisis
presented in figure 13.
The main difference between both versions is found in the loop where the
areas are plotted. The subroutine SECANT has to be called in UDKH_GRA
when the plumes are merging. Only one plume is considered in PDS_GRA,so
SECANT is not required. The subroutines MK_GRID, DIS_AREA, CONVERT,
CLS, and DASHED are used for PDS_GRA in modified forms. In addition,one
new subroutine was developed for PDS_GRA called INTERPOL.
The subroutine INTERPOL creates additional interpolated pointson the
boundary of each plotted area at the very tip. INTERPOLwas developed to
smooth out the shape of the areas and is called as follows:
CALL INTERPOL (NUM_PTS, AREA_X, AREA_Y, WX, WY, TEMP,
TEMP_RAT, MAX TEMP, WIDTH)
where AREA_X and AREA_Y store the pointson the boundary of the area that
depicts the temperature ratio TEMP_RAT. AREA_X and AREA_Y have thesize
of NUM_PTS. The other variables are explained in chapter 3.3.
The subroutine INTERPOL calculates up to 12new points which
are placed between the last three points on each side of the trajectory. The
values of these new points are generated by linear interpolationof the
temperature and the width of the plume for the plume trajectory points.
A complete listing of the source codes for both the UDKH_GRAand
PDS_GRA are given in appendices B and C, respectively.32
CHAPTER 4
Results of UDKH_GRA and PDS_GRA
In this chapter results of test runs of UDKH_GRA and PDS_GRA are
presented. One particular configuration was chosen for each program to
illustrate the results.
4.1 UDKH_GRA
The input file used to generate the tabulated output on figure 3 was
employed for the test run of UDKH_GRA. Figure 16 shows the result of this test
run where the display settings are chosen as indicated in figure 9. The program














Nunber of ports: 3.0088 To exit the graphic display press ENTER
Figure 16Result of UDKH_GRA (both planes)33
only simulates flow until the centerline of the plume reaches the surface. As a
result the plots terminate at this point too.
The legend of this plot relates the different colors to the concentration
ratios of the plume. For example, orange-colored represents a concentration
ratio of 0.05 to 0.032.
It was shown in chapter 2 that after the plumes start merging together, the
concentration between the plumes is greater than in the case of a single plume.
This can be seen in figure 16 as well as in figure 17, which is a plot of the x-y
plane only. If the outer regions of plume one and plume five are considered, it
can be seen that the width of the orange-colored area first increases. At about
30m behind the discharge port it starts to decrease untilit finally vanishes at
about 70m behind the port. In contrast to this is the behavior of the orange-
colored region between the plumes. The width of these areas do not decrease
30m behind the ports, but instead increase. Eventually the orange-colored areas
merge. This indicates that the concentration between the plumes is greater in
the case of merging plumes than in the case of non-merging plumes.
Figure 17 illustrates one weakness of the model that is used for the flow
simulation. The width of the plume and therefore also the width of the areas
representing certain concentration ratios, relates to a line perpendicular to the
trajectory.Ifthe connectinglinebetween thedischargingportsisnot
perpendicular to the current of the ambient water, the end of the plotted domain,
will have a stepped shape. This is the case in the test run.34












Number of ports: 3.8880 To exit the graphic display press ENTER
Figure 17Result of UDKH_GRA (x-y plane)
To enlarge a certain area of the plot it is necessary to change the display
area in the display settings menu. The user is prompted to make the changes as
shown in figure 18. After indicating if equally spaced axesare desired the user is
prompted to enter the range of the displayed area in the y-direction. In thecase
of equally spaced axes, the user is given the interval size between two grid lines
and is required to enter the minimum x-value that will be displayed. Figure 19
shows the result of a zoomed in plot.35
Change of Display Area
Do you wish to have equispaced axis? Y/N > Y
Enter "3" for the default value
Enter MIN Y ( -25.0000 ):-10
Enter MAX Y 150.000 ):60
The spacingfor the display will be: 10.0
Enter MINX ( -50.0000 ):-30
Figure 18Change of the displayed area
Title of this run: This is a sample run with the input file: test in
10.888 28.808 30.008 48.088 58.088
INIMIker of ports: 3.11101 To exit the graphic display press ENTER
68.iso
Figure 19Result of UDKH_GRA (x-y plane, enlarged)36
Figure 20 shows the z-y plane enlarged. The legend is placedon the left-
hand side of the plot so as not to cover up the plotted areas.
















Plumber of ports: 3.0088 To exit the graphic display press ENTER
Figure 20Result of UDKH_GRA (z-y plane)37
4.2 PDS_GRA
The input values that were used for the test run of PDS_GRA can be seen
in figure 21. This figure shows the input table that is displayed at the beginning
of every run of PDS_GRA.
ENTER TITLE OF THIS RUN
>This is a test: run of PDSGRA
ENTER WIDTH OF DISCHARGE CHANNEL [M]>2
ENTER WATER DEPTH IN DISCHARGE CHANNEL [M]>1
ENTER DISCHARGE FLOWRATE [CU METERS/S] >3
ENTER AMBIENT CURRENT VELOCITY [M/S]>.03
ENTER DISCHARGE ANGLE RELATIVE TO CURRENT [DEG]>30
ENTER DISCHARGE WATER TEMPERATURE





ENTER SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER INDEX: 1,2, OR 3
1FOR LOW HEAT TRANSFER (DAMP, STILL AIR)
2FOR AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER
3FOR HIGH HEAT TRANSFER (DRY, WINDY) >1
ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR SIMULATION [M]>1000
Figure 21 PDS_GRA input table
Figure 23 is generated using the parameters entered above in figure 21
and the default settings listed in figure 22.38
The display settings are:
1. Display Area [m]:
Min_X: -400.0 Max X:1000.0
Min_y: 0.0 Max Y:1000.0
Both axis are equispaced.












3. Display of Legend
The legend is on the lefthand side.
4. Interpolation: Y
If you wish to change the setting press the number of the setting you wish
to change. Press "D" for a display of the result. >
Figure 22PDS_GRA display settings for figure 20













Press any key to exit the display
Figure 23Result of PDS_GRA (a regular plot)39
The temperature ratio plotted is defined as the localexcess temperature
above the ambient divided by the excess temperature at discharge. For low
surface heat transfer rates, the dimensionless temperature ratiocan also be
used to approximate the dimensionless concentration ratio.
Figure 24 shows a plot of the same flow configuration, but the display
settings differ from those indicated in figure 22. This figure presentsan enlarged
area of the simulation without a legend.
Title of this run: This is a test run of PDS_GRA
Figure 24Result of PDS_GRA (enlarged)40
CHAPTER 5
Conclusions
Interactive graphics for the flow simulation programs PDS and UDKHDEN
have been developed and integrated in these programs. Lahey's F77L-EM/32
FORTRAN was used to write the new codes and implement them into PDS and
UDKHDEN. Lahey's F77L-EM/32 provides the user with a basic, but sufficient
graphics library which is composed of only a few commands. While programming
the interactive graphics, only one major disadvantage was encountered. That is,
the numbers can not be written directly to the screen but have to be transformed
into CHARACTER variables.
The new program UDKH_GRA is capable of displaying the results of the
flow simulation graphically on the screen. The user can thereby change the
display settings in many ways in order to improve the examination of the
simulated flow. The graphics reveal a stepped shape appearance of the plotted
areas at the end of the simulated domain. This is a shortcoming of the
mathematical model.
PDS GRA is a powerful tool in predicting buoyant surface jets. Interactive
graphics enables the user to easily assess the temperature and concentration
distribution within the plume.41
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FLOATING WARM WATER JETS --
This is a test run
AMBIENT CONDITIONS :TEMP. TA=15.0 DEG. C ,;
HEAT CONVECTION= 1
DISCHARGE CONDITIONS :TEMP. =20.0 C; DEPTH = 1.00 M. ;
ANGLE 80.0 DEG ;DISCHARGE RATE
DISCHARGE DENSIMENTRIC FROUDE NO. = 15.91








0.65 3.31 5.0000.225E+01 2.00 1.00 1.32 3.85
0.67 3.42 4.9340.233E+01 2.03 1.01 1.33 3.93
0.70 3.53 4.8690.240E+01 2.05 1.03 1.34 4.02
0.72 3.64 4.8070.248E+01 2.08 1.04 1.34 4.10
0.74 3.75 4.7460.256E+01 2.11 1.05 1.35 4.18
0.76 3.85 4.6870.264E+01 2.13 1.07 1.36 4.27
0.78 3.96 4.6290.272E+01 2.16 1.08 1.36 4.35
0.82 4.18 4.5180.288E+01 2.21 1.11 1.38 4.52
0.87 4.40 4.4130.304E+01 2.27 1.13 1.40 4.68
0.91 4.61 4.3130.321E+01 2.32 1.16 1.41 4.85
0.96 4.83 4.2170.339E+01 2.37 1.19 1.43 5.01
1.05 5.26 4.0390.374E+01 2.48 1.24 1.46 5.34
1.14 5.70 3.8760.412E+01 2.58 1.29 1.49 5.67
1.23 6.13 3.7250.451E+01 2.68 1.34 1.53 6.00
1.32 6.56 3.5870.491E+01 2.79 1.39 1.56 6.33
1.51 7.42 3.3400.577E+01 2.99 1.50 1.63 6.99
1.70 8.29 3.1250.669E+01 3.20 1.60 1.71 7.65
1.89 9.15 2.9370.767E+01 3.40 1.70 1.78 8.31
2.09 10.01 2.7720.871E+01 3.61 1.80 1.85 8.97
2.29 10.87 2.6240.981E+01 3.81 1.91 1.92 9.65
2.49 11.73 2.4930.110E+02 4.01 2.01 1.99 10.32 2.70 12.59 2.3740.122E+02 4.21 2.11 2.06 11.00
2.91 13.45 2.2670.135E+02 4.41 2.21 2.13 11.69
3.34 15.16 2.0810.162E+02 4.81 2.40 2.26 13.07
3.79 16.87 1.9250.192E+02 5.19 2.60 2.39 14.48
4.25 18.58 1.7930.225E+02 5.58 2.79 2.51 15.91
4.72 20.28 1.6800.260E+02 5.95 2.98 2.63 17.35
5.71 23.68 1.4960.336E+02 6.69 3.34 2.85 20.29
6.74 27.06 1.3530.422E+02 7.40 3.70 3.05 23.29
7.82 30.43 1.2390.517E+02 8.08 4.04 3.22 26.34 8.95 33.78 1.1460.621E+02 8.73 4.36 3.38 29.44
10.12 37.11 1.0700.734E+02 9.36 4.68 3.53 32.57
11.34 40.43 1.0050.856E+02 9.96 4.98 3.66 35.73
13.88 47.03 0.9030.112E+03 11.09 5.54 3.88 42.09 14.54 48.67 0.8820.120E+03 11.35 5.68 3.93 43.69 15.21 50.31 0.8620.127E+03 11.61 5.81 3.97 45.29
15.88 51.94 0.8440.135E+03 11.87 5.93 4.01 46.9045
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16.57 53.57 0.8270.142E+03 12.11 6.06 4.05 48.51
17.26 55.20 0.8100.150E+03 12.36 6.18 4.09 50.12
17.97 56.82 0.7950.159E+03 12.60 6.30 4.12 51.73
18.68 58.44 0.7810.167E+03 12.83 6.42 4.16 53.34
19.39 60.05 0.7670.176E+03 13.06 6.53 4.19 54.94
20.85 63.27 0.7420.193E+03 13.50 6.75 4.24 58.15
22.33 66.48 0.7190.211E+03 13.93 6.96 4.29 61.35
23.85 69.68 0.6980.230E+03 14.34 7.17 4.33 64.53
25.39 72.86 0.6800.250E+03 14.73 7.37 4.37 67.71
26.95 76.03 0.6630.270E+03 15.11 7.56 4.41 70.86
28.54 79.19 0.6470.291E+03 15.48 7.74 4.44 74.01
31.79 85.47 0.6190.335E+03 16.18 8.09 4.48 80.24
35.13 91.70 0.5950.381E+03 16.83 8.41 4.52 86.40
38.55 97.89 0.5740.429E+03 17.44 8.72 4.55 92.48
42.04 104.04 0.5560.479E+03 18.01 9.01 4.57 98.48
45.61 110.14 0.5400.531E+03 18.56 9.28 4.58 104.39
49.25 116.21 0.5250.585E+03 19.07 9.54 4.59 110.22
52.95 122.24 0.5120.641E+03 19.56 9.78 4.59 115.96
56.71 128.22 0.5000.699E+03 20.03 10.02 4.59 121.62
60.52 134.18 0.4890.758E+03 20.48 10.24 4.59 127.20
64.40 140.09 0.4790.819E+03 20.91 10.46 4.59 132.70
68.32 145.97 0.4690.881E+03 21.33 10.66 4.58 138.12
72.30 151.82 0.4610.945E+03 21.73 10.86 4.57 143.47
76.32 157.64 0.4530.101E+04 22.11 11.05 4.56 148.74
80.39 163.42 0.4450.108E+04 22.48 11.24 4.56- 153.94
84.51 169.17 0.4380.115E+04 22.84 11.42 4.55 159.07
88.66 174.89 0.4320.121E+04 23.19 11.60 4.54 164.13
92.86 180.58 0.4250.128E+04 23.53 11.76 4.52 169.13
97.10 186.24 0.4190.136E+04 23.86 11.93 4.51 174.06
101.38 191.87 0.4140.143E+04 24.18 12.09 4.50 178.94
105.69 197.47 0.4080.150E+04 24.49 12.25 4.49 183.75
110.04 203.05 0.4030.158E+04 24.80 12.40 4.48 188.51
114.43 208.59 0.3990.165E+04 25.10 12.55 4.47 193.21
118.85 214.11 0.3940.173E+04 25.39 12.69 4.46 197.85
123.30 219.61 0.3900.181E+04 25.67 12.84 4.45 202.44
127.78 225.07 0.3850.189E+04 25.95 12.98 4.44 206.99
132.30 230.52 0.3810.197E+04 26.23 13.11 4.43 211.48
136.84 235.93 0.3770.205E+04 26.50 13.25 4.42 215.92
141.42 241.32 0.3740.213E+04 26.76 13.38 4.41 220.32
146.02 246.69 0.3700.221E+04 27.02 13.51 4.40 224.68
150.66 252.03 0.3670.230E+04 27.28 13.64 4.39 228.99
155.32 257.35 0.3630.238E+04 27.53 13.76 4.38 233.26
160.00 262.64 0.3600.247E+04 27.77 13.89 4.37 237.48
164.72 267.92 0.3570.255E+04 28.02 14.01 4.36 241.67
169.45 273.17 0.3540.264E+04 28.26 14.13 4.35 245.8246
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174.22 278.39 0.3510.273E+04 28.49 14.24 4.34 249.93
179.00 283.60 0.3480.282E+04 28.72 14.36 4.33 254.00
183.82 288.78 0.3450.291E+04 28.95 14.47 4.32 258.03
188.65 293.94 0.3430.300E+04 29.17 14.59 4.31 262.03
193.51 299.08 0.3400.309E+04 29.39 14.70 4.30 266.00
198.39 304.19 0.3380.318E+04 29.61 14.81 4.29 269.93
203.29 309.29 0.3350.327E+04 29.83 14.91 4.28 273.82
208.21 314.37 0.3330.336E+04 30.04 15.02 4.27 277.69
213.15 319.42 0.3300.346E+04 30.25 15.12 4.27 281.52
218.12 324.46 0.3280.355E+04 30.45 15.23 4.26 285.32
223.10 329.47 0.3260.365E+04 30.66 15.33 4.25 289.09
228.11 334.47 0.3240.374E+04 30.86 15.43 4.24 292.83
233.13 339.45 0.3220.384E+04 31.06 15.53 4.23 296.54
238.17 344.41 0.3200.394E+04 31.25 15.63 4.22 300.22
243.23 349.34 0.3180.403E+04 31.45 15.72 4.22 303.88
248.31 354.26 0.3160.413E+04 31.64 15.82 4.21 307.50
253.41 359.17 0.3140.423E+04 31.83 15.92 4.20 311.10
258.52 364.05 0.3120.433E+04 32.02 16.01 4.19 314.68
263.65 368.91 0.3100.443E+04 32.20 16.10 4.18 318.22
268.80 373.76 0.3080.453E+04 32.39 16.19 4.18 321.74
273.96 378.59 0.3070.463E+04 32.57 16.29 4.17 325.24
279.15 383.40 0.3050.473E+04 32.75 16.38 4.16 328.71
284.34 388.20 0.3030.484E+04 32.93 16.46 4.15 332.16
289.56 392.97 0.3020.494E+04 33.11 16.55 4.15 335.59
294.79 397.73 0.3000.504E+04 33.28 16.64 4.14 338.99
300.03 402.48 0.2980.515E+04 33.45 16.73 4.13 342.37
305.29 407.21 0.2970.525E+04 33.63 16.81 4.13 345.72
310.56 411.92 0.2950.535E+04 33.80 16.90 4.12 349.06
315.85 416.61 0.2940.546E+04 33.97 16.98 4.11 352.37
321.15 421.29 0.2920.556E+04 34.13 17.07 4.11 355.66
326.47 425.95 0.2910.567E+04 34.30 17.15 4.10 358.93
331.80 430.59 0.2900.578E+04 34.46 17.23 4.09 362.18
337.14 435.23 0.2880.588E+04 34.63 17.31 4.09 365.41
342.50 439.84 0.2870.599E+04 34.79 17.39 4.08 368.62
347.87 444.44 0.2850.610E+04 34.95 17.47 4.07 371.82
353.26 449.02 0.2840.621E+04 35.11 17.55 4.07 374.99
358.65 453.59 0.2830.632E+04 35.27 17.63 4.06 378.14
364.06 458.15 0.2820.643E+04 35.42 17.71 4.06 381.28
369.49 462.68 0.2800.654E+04 35.58 17.79 4.05 384.40
374.92 467.21 0.2790.665E+04 35.73 17.87 4.04 387.50
380.37 471.72 0.2780.676E+04 35.89 17.94 4.04 390.58
385.82 476.21 0.2770.687E+04 36.04 18.02 4.03 393.64
391.29 480.69 0.2760.698E+04 36.19 18.09 4.03 396.69
396.78 485.16 0.2740.709E+04 36.34 18.17 4.02 399.72
402.27 489.61 0.2730.720E+04 36.49 18.24 4.02 402.7447
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407.77 494.05 0.2720.732E+04 36.64 18.32 4.01 405.73
413.29 498.48 0.2710.743E+04 36.78 18.39 4.01 408.72
418.82 502.89 0.2700.754E+04 36.93 18.46 4.00 411.68
424.35 507.28 0.2690.766E+04 37.07 18.54 4.00 414.63
429.90 511.67 0.2680.777E+04 37.22 18.61 3.99 417.57
435.46 516.04 0.2670.789E+04 37.36 18.68 3.99 420.49
441.03 520.40 0.2660.800E+04 37.50 18.75 3.98 423.40
446.61 524.74 0.2650.812E+04 37.65 18.82 3.98 426.29
452.20 529.07 0.2640.823E+04 37.79 18.89 3.97 429.16
457.80 533.39 0.2630.835E+04 37.93 18.96 3.97 432.03
463.41 537.69 0.2620.847E+04 38.07 19.03 3.96 434.88
469.03 541.98 0.2610.858E+04 38.20 19.10 3.96 437.71
474.66 546.26 0.2600.870E+04 38.34 19.17 3.95 440.53
480.30 550.53 0.2590.882E+04 38.48 19.24 3.95 443.34
485.94 554.79 0.2580.894E+04 38.61 19.31 3.94 446.14
491.60 559.03 0.2570.905E+04 38.75 19.37 3.94 448.92
497.27 563.26 0.2560.917E+04 38.88 19.44 3.93 451.69
502.94 567.47 0.2550.929E+04 39.02 19.51 3.93 454.44
508.63 571.68 0.2540.941E+04 39.15 19.57 3.93 457.19
514.32 575.87 0.2530.953E-04 39.28 19.64 3.92 459.92
520.02 580.05 0.2530.965E+04 39.41 19.71 3.92 462.64
525.74 584.22 0.2520.977E+04 39.54 19.77 3.91 465.34
531.45 588.38 0.2510.989E+04 39.67 19.84 3.91 468.04
537.13 592.53 0.2500.100E+05 39.80 19.90 3.91 470.72
542.92 596.66 0.2490.101E+05 39.93 19.97 3.90 473.39
548.66 600.79 0.2480.103E+05 40.06 20.03 3.90 476.05
554.42 604.90 0.2480.104E+05 40.19 20.09 3.89 478.70
560.18 609.00 0.2470.105E+05 40.32 20.16 3.89 481.34
565.95 613.09 0.2460.106E+05 40.44 20.22 3.89 483.97
571.72 517.16 0.2450.107E+05 40.57 20.28 3.88 486.58
577.51 621.23 0.2440.109E+05 40.69 20.35 3.88 489.19
583.30 625.29 0.2440.110E+05 40.82 20.41 3.88 491.78
589.10 629.33 0.2430.111E+05 40.94 20.47 3.87 494.36
594.91 633.37 0.2420.112E+05 41.07 20.53 3.87 496.94
600.72 637.39 0.2410.114E+05 41.19 20.59 3.87 499.50
606.54 641.40 0.2410.115E+05 41.31 20.66 3.86 502.05
512.37 645.40 0.2400.116E+05 41.43 20.72 3.86 504.60
618.21 649.39 0.2390.117E+05 41.56 20.78 3.86 507.13
624.06 653.37 0.2390.119E+05 41.68 20.84 3.85 509.65
629.91 657.34 0.2380.120E+05 41.80 20.90 3.85 512.17
635.77 661.30 0.2370.121E+05 41.92 20.96 3.85 514.67
641.63 665.25 0.2360.122E+05 42.04 21.02 3.84 517.16
647.50 669.19 0.2360.124E+05 42.16 21.08 3.84 519.65
653.38 673.12 0.2350.125E+05 42.28 21.14 3.84 522.13
659.27 677.04 0.2340.126E+05 42.39 21.20 3.83 524.59FLOATING WARM WATER JETS --
This is a test run
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665.16 680.95 0.2340.128E+05 42.51 21.26 3.83 527.05
671.06 684.85 0.2330.129E+05 42.63 21.31 3.83 529.50
676.97 688.74 0.2320.130E+05 42.75 21.37 3.83 531.94
682.88 692.62 0.2320.131E+05 42.86 21.43 3.82 534.37
688.80 696.49 0.2310.133E+05 42.98 21.49 3.82 536.79
694.72 700.34 0.2300.134E+05 43.09 21.55 3.82 539.20
AREAS OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FOR
This is a test run
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Cfor the graphics. MKGRID, DIS_AREA, CONVERT, CLS, DASHED, and
CSECANT are subroutines which are used by and only by DISPLAY. TheC
Cold version itself was - besides little changes in the input mode -C
Cnot changed. To run the program like version 2.7 just enter 'write'C













































C EQUIVALENCE (Y(1),Q),(Y(2),T), (Y(3),TH),(Y(4),13),
C EQUIVALENCE (Y(6),XP),(Y(7),YP)
C
C--ASSIGN VALUES TO LOGICAL UNITS "IN. AND "'OUT"
C
C IN THIS PROGRAM (VAX FORTRAN 77)
C LOGICAL UNIT IN IS THE INPUT FILE.
" IOUT IS THE OUTPUT FILE.


































' (Version 1.0, March 1995)...*',/)
Version 2.1 created because free-format read with
Lahey compiler did not assign a value of 0.0 to
variables that were omitted from the data; i.e.,
if a value was absent and represented by two commas
in the data file, the variable was not redefined
to 0.0. This caused problems when a data file
contained multiple data sets,only the first time
through were the variables properly set to 0.0
With Version 2.1, the values are zeroed out before
being read. WAP10-21-88
Version 2.5 does not check HANG, and convergence
PRNT(4) has been increased to 0.5 to bypass problems
LRD (6/93)
Version 2.7 input compatible with UM3 - 5/94 lrd
Output abbreviated is so it fits on 8-1/2" page
RCY; 9-21-88
write(iterm,5445)





C CALL SEQIN(IN,.ENTER UDF NAME')




5571format(lX,. ENTER NAME OF NON EXISTING OUTPUT FILE ',
..OR CON FOR CONSOLE.,/lx,.>.)




















1 IF(LOOP.GT.0)GO TO 500
NWO=NWO+NW
CASE_NUM=CASE_NUM+1
C N11 IS CASE IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
READ(IN,102,END=221,ERR=999)N11
102 FORMAT(A80)





IF(INTER .EQ. 0)00 TO 500 cn
.AWRITE(ITERM,7997) IF(LOOP.EQ.0)TIS=0.




C--input of display mode IF(LOOP.GT.0)G0 TO 37
IDENE=0
WRITE(6,2222)(.',I=1,30) IDENA=0
WR1TE(6,2223) THIS IS CASE NUMBER: .,CASE_NUM IDEN=.FALSE.
2223FORMAT(1X,A22,I2)
WRITE(6,) DO 9993 1=1,500
WRITE(6, *) DO YOU WISH TOD: DISPLAY THE RESULT GRAPHICALLY' DIS_X(I)=0
WRITE(6,) W: WRITE THE RESULT TO THE FILE OR C DIS_Y(I)=0
ONSOLE. DIS_Z(I)=0
































X2M=0. C--READ IN AMBIENT PROFILE TABLE
Y2M=0. CDEPTH BELOW SURFACE, DENSITY, AND VELOCITY
Y3M=0.











T2E=0. IF(IDFP.EQ.0)00 TO 42
R3=0. WRITE(IOUT,15) FNAME
ROV0=0. 15 FORMAT(1H1,/1X,'UDICH_GRA Version 1.0, March 95',
J5=0 /,' UNIVERSAL DATA FILE: ',A20/)
CD=2. IF(INTER .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,26)
DS=4. 26 FORMAT(
JJ=1 *DC,.
J2=1 1X,. NOTE, THIS IS THE ORIGINAL FILE. ./
J6=0 1X,. IT DOES NOT REFLECT CHANGES MADE INTERACTIVELY. ./
11 =1 1X,. THOSE CHANGES ARE SHOWN IN THE OUTPUT HEADING. ../
SF=1000. 'DE,. '/)REWIND IN 2000FORMAT(1H , DISCHARGE=.,F7.4,. CU-M/SDENSITY ='
IF(NWO.EQ.0)GO TO 16 .,F7.5,' G/CM3** DIAMETER=.,F7.4,.-M.,/1X,
DO 17 JX=1,NWO *. *. NUMBER OP PORTs=.,I4,.** sPACING=.,F7.2,.-M * DEPTH
READ(IN,19)N13 ...,F7.2,.-14')
19 FORMAT(A80) IF(.NOT.IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,2001)QT,TO,COE,PDIA,NP,HSPACE,PDEP
17 CONTINUE 2001FORMAT(18 ,' DISCHARGE=.,F7.4,.CD-MIS TEMPERATURE.,
16 DO 18 JX=1,NW *,F6.2,.-C,,. SALINITY=.,F6.3,.-PPT.,/.DIA-M=.,F7.4,
R&AD(IN,19)N13




18 CONTINUE 5005FORMAT(1X,. VERTICAL ANGLE = .,F6.2,. HORIZONTAL ANGLE =
42 CALL LIMITS(1,PDEP,VANG,HANG,TOE,COE,NPTS,INTER,N11,N12, P6.2)
IEXIT,IOUT,ITERM,TO,CO,LOOP,NP) M=M+6
IF(IEXIT .EQ. 1)00 TO 1 DIL=1.
IF(ZTA(1) .EQ. 0.)IDENA=1 DO=PDIA
IF(IDENE .EQ.1 .AND. IDENA .EQ. 0)00 TO 11 H=PDEP
IF(IDENE .EQ 0 .AND. IDENA .EQ 1)00 TO 12 ENN=NP
IF(IDENE .EQ.0 .AND. IDENA .EQ. 0)00 TO 13 U0=QT/(ENN*3.1415926DO.D0/4.)
IDEN = .TRUE. IF(LOOP.0T.0)WRITE(IOUT,3200)
GO TO 13 3200FORMAT( /3X,' STRATIFICATION TABLE FROM PREVIOUS RUN USED' /)
11 DO 14 J=1,NPTS IF(LOOP.GT.0)M=M+3
CALL SIGMAT(PI,ZTA(J),ZCA(J)) IF(LOOP.0.8.0)00 TO 3001
ZCA(J)=PI IF(IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,3006)
ZTA(J)=0. IF(.NOT.IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,3009)
14 CONTINUE 3006FORMAT(/,10X,.AMBIENT STRATIFICATION PROFILE',/
IDEN=.TRUE. *,4X,'DEPTH (M) DENSITY (G/CM3) VELOCITY (M/S).)
GO TO 13 3009FORMAT(/,10X,.AMBIENT STRATIFICATION PROFILE',/
12 CALL SIGMAT(PI,TO,C0) *,6X,,DEPTH (M) TEMP (C) SALINITY (PPT).,
CO=PI *.DENSITY (G/CM3) VELOCITY (M/S)')
TO =O. M=M+3
IDEN=.TRUE. DO 400 II=1,NPTS
13 IF(IDEN)TO=C0 IF(IDEN)ZTA(II)=ZCA(II)







TH1O =TH1 3007 FORMAT(F13.2,F15.5,F16.3)
TH2O =TH2 400CONTINUE
CIF ONLY ONE DISCHARGE PORT, PORT SPACING IS SET M=M+NPTS
CTO 1000. TO PREVENT PLUME MERGING CALCULATIONS. 3001CONTINUE












200FORMAT(1H1 ,/30X,.PROGRAM UDXH_GRA - V,1.0'/ CALL AMBIEN(Z,CIO,TIO,PIO,TIZ,CIZ,PIZ,VTI,VCI,VUI,VVI,R)
* 15X,'SOLUTION TO MULTIPLE BUOYANT DISCHARGE PROBLEM WITH./ IF(TIO.EQ.1.)TIO=.999
15X,'AMBIENT CURRENTS AND VERTICAL GRADIENTS.MARCH1995./) ROVO= 0.5 *DO /UO
WRITE(IOUT,23)FNAME PID=DABS(PIO-1.)
23 FORMAT(4X,'UDICH GRA Version 1.0 (March 95)., FR=DSQRT(PID*DO*9.8)
/,4x,'UNiVERSAL DATA FILE, ',A14) FR=00/FR
WRITE(IOUT,24)N11 IF(FR.GE.2.)G0 TO 99
24 FORMAT(4X,.CASE I.D. .,A80) WRITE(IOUT,8200)FR
M=7 IF(INTER .EQ 1) THEN
IF(INTER.EQ.1)WRITE(IOUT,25)N12 WRITE(ITERM,8200)FR
25 FORMAT(M.RUN TITLE, .,A80) PAUSE
IF(INTER.EQ.1)M=M+1 ENDIF
IF(NP.GT.1)00 TO 2003 8200FORMAT(/3X,47(...)/3X,. THIS RUN DISCONTINUED, BECAUSE THE INITIA
WRITE(IOUT,2004) *1,*./3X,.* PROUD& NUMBER 0,F4.2,.) IS LESS THAN 2., AND../3X,
2004FORMAT(/10X,'SINGLE PORT DISCHARGE CASE') *.* THE MODEL WILL NOT RUN CORRECTLY..,11X,../
14=M+1 .31,47(.,..)/)
2003IF(IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,2000)QT,TO,PDIA,NP,HSPACE,PDEP IF(INTER .EQ. 0)(30 TO 1GO TO 8005 M=14+5
99 SF=SF/DO*2.




90 T=1.0 E+8 DIS_Y(1)=Y0
GO TO 92 DIS_Z(1)=Z0
91 T.(PIO-1.0)/(-PIZ) DIS_DIA(1)=DO
92 WRITE(IOUT,206)FR,SPACE DIS_DIL(1)=DIL







TTT2=TH2 if(idrplt.eg.'N'.or.idxplt.eg.'n') goto 4321
R3=R*DSIN(0.01745329TH1)*DCOS(0.01745329TH2) DO 776 IS=1,IPLT
IF(R3-1.0)60,61,60 PX0A(IS)=SNGL(PXO(IS))
61 R3=0.0 PX1A(IS)=SNOL(PX1(IS))
60 CALL ZFE(IHLF) PX2A(IS)=SNOL(FX2(IS))
CZFE TAXES CARE OF COMPUTING IC AT END OF ZFE. PY0A(IS)=SNOL(PYO(IS))






C CONVERT TH FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS PXY1A(IS)=SNOL(PXY1(IS))
CTH ANGLE AT S=0, TE=ANGLE AT SE PXY2A(IS)=SNOL(PXY1(IS))
S1=DSIN(T1E) 776CONTINUE
C2=DCOS(T28) c---- added 1-24-89) RCY Version 2.2 modification
CALL AMBIEN(Z,CI,TI,PI,TIZ,CIZ,PIZ,VTI,VCI,VOI,VVI,R) PPDEP= SNOL(PDEP)
R912=11.111C2 CCC if(ipltold.gt.0 )then
IF(RE-1.0E+4)20,21,21 CCC CALL PLOT4(IPLTOLD,PY0A,PZOA,PY1A,PZ1A,PY2A,PZ2A,PPDEP,NP)
20 WRITE(IOUT,214)RE CCC endif
214 FORMAT(1H ,' FLOW MAY NOT BE FULLY TURBULENT, RE=',F8.0,/) CCC if(ipltm.gt.0) then
M=M+1 CCC CALL PLOT5(IPLTN,PX0A,PY0A,PX1A,PXY1A,PX2A,PXY2A,PPDEP,NP)
21 PRNT(1)=SET CCC endif
PRMT(2)=SF CCC if(ipltold.gt.0) then
PRNT(3)=DS CCC CALL PLOT2(IPLTOLD,PY0A,PRQA,PPDEP)
PRMT(4) =0.51 CCC endif
L=-1 do 781 is=1,iplt+1
N=6 proa(Ss)=0.
C L=-1 USED TO INITIALIZE OUTP. N=NUMBER OF DFFERENTIAL EONS. pyoa(ie) =0.
K=0 px1a(is)=0.
C X COUNTS NO OF INTEGRATIONS, pyla(ie) =0.
DO 2 1=1,6 px2a(is)=0.











210FORMAT(/,4X,'ALL LENGTHS ARE IN METERS.', 4321IF(IHLF .LT. 11)00 TO 27
. FIRST LINE ARE INITIAL CONDITIONS.') 9 WRITE(IOUT,10)IHLF
IF(IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,208) 10 FORMAT(1X,' ERROR IN HPCG, IHLF= ',12/,
IF(.NOT.IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,209) 'WI,' GOING TO NEXT DATA SET.')
208FORMAT(1H ,5X,'X',7X,'Y',7X,'Z',6X,'T111,,5X,'TH2',5X, IF(INTER .EQ. 1)WRITE(ITERM,10)IHLF
*.DIAM.',5X,'DUCL',5X,'DRHO',5X,'DCCL',6X,'TIME',3X,'DILUTION./ LOOP=0
) GO TO 1
209FORMAT(1H 5X,'X',7X,'Y',7X,'Z',5X, 27 IF(ITRAP .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,6)ZTRAP,DILTP
"DIA14.',5X,'DRHO',5X,'DTCL',5X,'DSCL',3X,'DILUTION./ FORMAT(1X,' TRAPPING LEVEL=',F7.2,' METERS BELOW SURFACE,
) *DILUTION=',F7.2)
WRITE(IOUT,4001)X0,YO,ZO,DO,D00,DRO,DCO,DIL IF(ISURF .EQ. 1 .AND. ITRAP .EQ. 0)WRITE(IOUT,8)DILSF
















8006FORMAT( /1X,' DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY INPUT VARIABLES AND RERUN',
/1X,. CASE I.D. ',A60,/lX,' OR GO THE NEXT CASE.,/)
WRITE(6,) Y; CHANGE ANY INPUT VARIABLES'








201 FORMAT( /1X,' YOU MADE A MISTAKE, TRY AGAIN
WRITE(ITERM,7997)










8001FORMAT(1X,' YOUR PRESENT INPUT VARIABLES ARE;'//
IA,' 1. EFFLUENT FLOW (CMS) =',F15.4/
1X,' 2. NUMBER OF DISCHARGE PORTS =',I10/
1X,' 3. PORT DIAMETER (M) =, ,F15.4/
1X,' 4. DISCHARGE DEPTH (M) =',F13.2/
IA,' 5. VERTICAL DISCHARGE ANGLE=',F12.1/
1X,. 6. ANGLE OF CURRENT RELATIVE TO DIFFUSER =',F6.1/
DE,. 7. EFFLUENT DENSITY (G /OO)=',F16.5/
IX,' 8. PORT SPACING (M) ..,r13.2//)
8000FORMAT(1X,. YOUR PRESENT INPUT VARIABLES AREs.//
1X,' I. EFFLUENT FLOW (CMS)
1X,' 2. NUMBER OF DISCHARGE PORTS =',I10/
.1X,' 3. PORT DIAMETER (M) =',F15.4/
IA,' 4. DISCHARGE DEPTH (M) =',F13.2/
1X,. 5. VERTICAL DISCHARGE ANGLE=',F12.1/
IA,' 6. ANGLE OF CURRENT RELATIVE TO DIFFUSER =',F6.1/
IA,' 7. EFFLUENT SALINITY (PPT) =',F14.3/
IX,. 8. EFFLUENT TEMPERATURE (C)=',1,13.2/
1X,. 9. PORT SPACING (M) =.,F13.2//)
WRITE(ITERM, 7998)
7998FORMAT(1X,' ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE ',



















IF(.NOT. IDEN.AND.INUM.EQ. 9)HSPACE =VALUE
202 WRITE(ITERM,7995)

























C THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS LIMITS OF PORT DEPTH (GREATER THAN 0. AND LESS
C THAN OR EQUAL TO PROFILE DEPTH), DISCHARGE ANGLE (EQUAL TO OR GREATER
C THAN -5 DEG BUT LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 130 DEG, AND IF NEGATIVE, THAT
C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PROFILE DATA POINT ONE METER OR MORE BELOW THE
C PORT DEPTH.) (COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS MAY OCCUR WITH LARGER DISCHARGE
C ANGLES, I.E. SQUARE ROOT OF A NEGATIVE NUMBER, AND PROGRAM WOULD
C EXIT), AND CURRENT ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE DIFFUSER (EQUAL TO OR GREATER
C THAN 45 BUT LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 135 DEG. 90 DEG IS PERPENDICULAR TO
C THE DIFFUSER). HOWEVER, IF ITS A SINGLE PORT DISCHARGE ANY CURRENT
C ANGLE IN THE RANGE OF 0 TO 180 IS OK, BUT FOR ANGLES GREATER THAN 90
C DEG THE PROGRAM SETS THE CURRENT ANGLE (HANG) EQUAL TO THE
C SUPPLEMENTARY ANGLE. THAT THE EFFLUENT DENSITY IS LESS THAN THE
C AMBIENT DENSITY AND THAT THERE ARE AMBIENT PROFILE VALUES FOR THE
C SURFACE, I.E. DP(1)=0. IF INTER=1, THE PORT DEPTH, ANGLES AND EFFLUENT
C DENSITY CAN BE CORRECTED INTERACTIVELY BUT SURFACE DATA CORRECTION
C MUST BE MADE TO THE DATA SET(S) AND REENTERED. IF INTER=0, ALL













IEXIT=0100 IF(PDEP .EQ. 0..OR. ZZ(NPTS) .LT. PDEP)G0 TO 1 IF(PDEP .GT.0..AND. ZZ(NPTS) .LT. PDEP)
10 IF(VANG .LT. -5. .OR. VANG .OT. 130.)G0 TO 101 WRITE(ITERM,3)PDEP,ZZ(NPTS)
110 CONTINUE 3 FORMAT( /1X,' PORT DEPTH (',F6.2,' M) IS DEEPER THAN./
CIF(NP .GT. 1)00 TO 20 ICHECK ON DIFFUSER ANGLE BYPASSED 'IX,' THE PROFILE DEPTH (',F6.2,. M), CHANGE PORT DEPTH.')
IF(VANG .GT. 90.)HANG=180.-HANG IF(NEGANG .EQ. 1)WRITE(ITERM,23)PDEP,ZZ(NPTS)
IF(VANG .LT. -45..OR. HANG .GT. 90.)G0 TO 111 23 FORMAT(/1X,' FOR A NEGATIVE DISCHARGE ANGLE, THE PORT DEPTH ('
GO TO 30 ,F8.4,. M) MUST BE AT./1X,' LEAST ONE METER LESS THAN THE PROFILE
20 CONTINUE DEPTH (.,F8.4,. M), CHANGE PORT DEPTH.')
IF(HANG .LT. -45..OR. HANG .OT. 135.)00 TO 21 WRITE(ITERM,4)
30 CONTINUE FORMAT(/1X,' WANT TO MAKE CORRECTION? YES/NO .)
IF(TOE .EQ. 0.)RHOE=COE READ(ITERM,5)NANS
IF(TOE .NE. 0.)CALL SIGMAT(RHOE,TOE,C0E) 5 FORMAT(A1)
DO 31 J=2,NPTS IF(NANS .EQ. .N..OR.NANS.EQ.'0.)G0 TO 10
IF(PDEP .LE. ZZ(J))GO TO 32 IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND. NANS.NE..y.)WRITE(ITERM,200)
31 CONTINUE IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE..y.)00 TO 121
GO TO 40 IDEEP=2
32 JK =J WRITE(ITERM,6)
PRO=(PDEP-ZZ(JK-1))/(22(.71)-ZZ(JK-1)) 6 FORMAT(1X,' NEW VALUE? .)
TT=ZTA(J1-1)+PRO(ZTA(JK)-ZTA(JX-1)) READ(ITERM,7)PDEP
SS=ZCA(JX-1).PRO(ZCA(JX)-ZCA(JK-1)) 7 FORMAT(F7.0)
IF(KK .EQ. 2)00 TO 38 GO TO 100
IF(ZTA(JK) .EQ. 0.)RHOA=SS 11 IVANG=1
IF(ZTA(JK) .NE. 0.)CALL SIGMAT(RBOA,TT,SS) LIMIT=1
GO TO 39 IF(INTER .EQ. 0)G0 TO 110
38 /F(ZCA(JK) .EQ. 0.)RHOA=TT 122 CONTINUE
IF(ZCA(JK) .NE. 0.)CALL SIOMAT(RHOA,TT,SS) WRITE(ITERM,12)
39 IF(RHOA .GT. RHOE)G0 TO 40 12 FORMAT(/1X,' DISCHARGE ANGLE IS NOT IN THE
IRHO=1 RANGE OF -5 TO 130 DEG')
LIMIT=1 WRITE(ITERM,4)
IF(INTER .EQ. 0)00 TO 40 READ(ITERM,5)NANS
120CONTINUE IF(NANS .EQ. 'N'.0R.NANS.EQ..n.)G0 TO 110
WRITE(ITERM,33)RHOE,RBOA IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE..y.)WRITE(ITERM,200)
33 FORMAT( /1X,' EFFLUENT DENSITY (',F7.5,' G/CM3) MUST BE./ IF(NANS .NE. 'Y'.AND.NANS.NE..y.)G0 TO 122
'DC,' LESS THAN THE AMBIENT DENSITY (',F7.5,' G/CM3).) IVANG=2
WRITE(ITERM,4) WRITE(ITERM,6)
READ(ITERM,5)NANS READ(ITERM,7)VANG
IF(NANS .EQ. .N..OR.NANS.EQ.'n.)00 TO 40 GO TO 10
IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE..y.)WRITE(ITERM,200) 111 IHANG1=1
IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE..y.)00 TO 120 LIMIT=1
IRHO=2 IF(INTER .EQ. 0)00 TO 20
IF(TOE .EQ. 0.)O0 TO 36 123 CONTINUE
WRITE(ITERM,34) WRITE(ITERM, 112)
34 FORMAT(/1X,' NEW EFFLUENT TEMP VALUE? ') 112 FORMAT(/
READ(ITERM,7)TO 'IX,' CURRENT ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE DIFFUSER IS NOT IN THE'/
TOE=TO DI,' RANGE OF -45 TO 180 DEG.IF'/
WRITE(ITERM,35) 'IX,' INPUT ANGLE .GT. 90. PROGRAM SETS HANG=SUPPLEMENTARY ANGLE.')
35 FORMAT(1X,' NEW EFFLUENT SAL VALUE? ') WRITE(ITERM,4)
READ(ITER9147)C0 READ(ITERM, 5)NANS
COE =CO IF(NANS .EQ. .N..OR.NANS.EQ..0.)G0 TO 20
GO TO 30 IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE..y')WRITE(ITERN,200)
36 WRITE(ITERM,37) IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE.'y')GO TO 123
37 FORMAT(/1X,' NEW EFFLUENT DENSITY VALUE? .) IHANG1=2
READ(ITERM,7)C0 WRITE(ITERM,6)
IF(ICK .EQ. 2)10=C0 READ(ITERM,7)HANG
COE =CO GO TO 110
GO TO 30 21 IHANG=1
101IF(VANG .LT. -5. .OR. VANG .GT. 130.)G0 TO 11 LIMIT=1
IF(INTER .EQ. 0)00 TO 30
CIF CONTROL IS NOT PASSED TO 11, VANG .GE. -5. BUT .LT. 0. 124CONTINUE
CBECAUSE IT'S NEGATIVE, PROFILE DEPTH MUST BE AT LEAST ONE WRITE(ITERM,22)
CMETER DEEPER THAN THE PORT DEPTH. 22 FORMAT( /1X,' CURRENT ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE DIFFUSER
IS NOT IN THE RANGE OF 45 TO 135 DEG')
IF(22(NPTS)-PDEP .GE. 1.0)00 TO 110 WRITE(ITERM,4)
NEGANG=1 READ(ITERM, 5)NANS
IF(NANS .EQ. 'N'.0R.NANS.EQ.'n')00 TO 30
IDEEP=1 IF(NANS .NE. 'Y'.AND.NANS.NE..y.)WRITE(ITERM,200)
LIMIT=1 IF(NANS .NE. .Y..AND.NANS.NE..y.)G0 TO 124
IF(INTER .EQ. 0)00 TO 10 IHANG=2
121 CONTINUE WRITE(ITERM,6)
IF(PDEP .EQ. 0.)WRITE(ITERM,2) READ(ITERM,7)HANG
2 FORMAT( /1X,' ZERO DISCHARGE DEPTH NOT ALLOWED, GO TO 20
CHANGE PORT DEPTH.') 40 IF(ZZ(1) .EQ. 0.)G0 TO 50INO=1
LIMIT=1
IF(INTER .EQ. 0)00 TO 50
WRITE(ITERM, 41)N11
41 FORMAT(/1X,' COMPUTATIONS CEASE FOR'/1X,' CASE I.D.',A80)
WRITE(ITERM,44)N12
44 FORMAT(1X,' RUN TITLE: ',A80)
WRITE(ITERM,42)
42 FORMAT(/1X,' NO SURFACE DATA FOR THE AMBIENT DENSITY/CURRENT
PROFILE../1X,' WITHOUT THESE DATA, COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS
MAY OCCUR../1X,' MAKE CORRECTIONS TO DATA SET(S) AND REENTER.')
WRITE(ITERM, 43)
43 FORMAT(/1X,' GOING TO NEXT DATA SET IF THERE IS ORE.')
50 IF(LIMIT .EQ. 0)00 TO 70
IF(INTER .EQ. 1)00 TO 69
51 IF(LOOP .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,72)
72 FORMAT(1H1)
WRITE(IOUT,41)N11





74 FORMAT(/1X,' NECESSARY CORRECTIONS NOT MADEI')
WRITE(ITERM,43)
73 WRITE(IOUT,67)
67 FORMAT(/1X,' CORRECT THE FOLLOWING AND REENTER DATA..)
IEXIT=1
68 IF(IDEEP .EQ. 0)00 TO 52
IF(IDEEP .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,56)PDEP
IF(IDEEP .EQ. 2)WRITE(IOUT,57)PDEP
52 IF(IVANG .EQ. 0)00 TO 520
IF(IVANG .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,58)
IF(IVANG .EQ. 2)WRITE(IOUT,59)VANG
520 IF(IHANG1 .EQ. 0)00 TO 53
IF(IHANG1 .E12. 1)WRITE(/OUT,521)
IF(IHANG1 .EQ. 2)WRITE(IOUT,63)HANG
53 IF(IHANG .EQ. 0(00 TO 54
IF(IHANG .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,62)
IF(IHANG .EQ. 2)WRITE(IOUT,63)HANG
54 IF(IRHO .EQ. 0)00 TO 55
IF(IRHO .EQ. 1)WRITE(IOUT,64)
IF(IRHO .EQ. 2)WRITE(IOUT,65)RHOE




69 IF(IDEEP .EQ.1.OR. IVANG .EQ.1.0R. IHANGI .EQ. 1







11(,' PORT DEPTH WAS ENTERED AS ',F6.2,' METERS:'/
IX,' IF THE DISCHARGE ANGLE IS POSITIVE, THE PORT DEPTH MUST'/
*IA,' BE GREATER THAN ZERO BUT LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE PROFILE
DEPTH../
1X,' IF THE DISCHARGE ANGLE IS NEGATIVE, THE PORT DEPTH MUST'/
DC,' BE AT LEAST ONE METER LESS THAN THE PROFILE DEPTH.')
57 FORMAT(1X,' PORT DEPTH CHANGED TO: ',F6.2,' 14')
58 FORMAT(1X,' DISCHARGE ANGLE MUST BE .OE. -5 BUT .LE. 130 DEG')
59 FORMAT(1X,' DISCHARGE ANGLE CHANGED TO: ',F5.1,' DEG')
521FORMAT(1X,' CURRENT ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE DIFFUSER
MUST BE .0E.0 BUT .LE. 180 DEG./1X,
*. FOR A SINGLE PORT DISCHARGE')
62 FORMAT(1X,' CURRENT ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE DIFFUSER
MUST BE .0E. 45 BUT .LE. 135 DEG')
63 FORMAT(1X,' CURRENT ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE DIFFUSER
CHANGED TO: ',F6.2,' DEG')
64 FORMAT(1X,' EFFLUENT DENSITY MUST BE .LE. AMBIENT
* DENSITY AT THE DISCHARGE DEPTH')
65 FORMAT(1X,' EFFLUENT DENSITY CHANGED TO: ',F7.5,' G/CC')
66 FORMAT(/1X,' COMPUTATIONS CONTINUE FOR'/1X,' CASE I.D. ',20A4)
71 FORMAT(1X,' CORRECTIONS WERE INTERACTIVELY MADE TO
THE FOLLOWING:'/)
200 FORMAT(/1X,' YOU MADE A MISTAKE, TRY AGAIN




























C AMBIENT COMPUTES GRADIENTS OF T,C & TURBULENCE QUANTITIES IN FR STREAM.
CALL PRFLE(F,F8,E,B)
C PRFLE COMPUTES INTEGRAL QUANTITIES WITHIN THE JET
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.,DO,CD,A7,XXX,IOUT,ITERM C4= 2. *U12 *C1
COMMON/CHAR/Nil C5= 012 *C2
COMMON/AMB/CIO,TIO,PIO,RHOO,AL,TO,C0,012,171,FRL,TIS C6=C3
COMMON/PLTE/J6,37,38,39,310,X1M,Y1M,X2M,Y2M,Y3M C7= 0.5 *C4
COMMON/Z09/SET,XE,YE,ZE,BBE,DCE,DTE,RUE,RTE,RCE, T1E,T2E 504IF(DABS(U12)-.001)112,112,113
COMMON/STR95/II,M,R3 112BSQR=F(1)0(1).C3/(0(4).C1C1)





COMMON /DISPLAY2 /DIS_X,DIS_Y,DIS_Z, DIS_DIA,DIS DIL,DISA IF(RADCL.LE.O.)RADCL=0.
COMMON/DISPLAY3/DIS MODE BSQR=-BB-DSQRT(RADCL) LOGICAL IDEN BSQR = BSQR /(2. *AA)
MEROCK1=0 12 B=DSQRT(BSQR)
1=III SIGMA=B
P11=3.14159 DLUM=F(1)/(BSQR.C1)-C2/C1 IF(L)6,8,7 UCL= DLUM+U12
6 L=0 DTCL=F(2)/(BSQR(DLUM*C6+C7)) 119=3 DCCL=F(3)/(BSQR(DLUM.C6.C7)) M1=-1 TCL=(DTCL+TI).10 M2=0 IF(.NOT.IDEN)CCL=(DCCL+CI).00 7.1=-DS IF(.NOT.IDEN)CALL SIOMAT(PICL,TCL,CCL) SNEW=PRMT(1) IF(.NOT.IDEN)PICL=RHO-PICL/R1100 SN(1)=DSIN(T1E) IF(IDEN)PICL=-DTCL
SN(2)=DSIN(T2E) IF(FR-0.98E+6)1,2,2
SN(3)=DCOS(T1E) 1 IF(A.01.2.)08=PICLBSQRII1MPIO-1.).FR) SN(4)=DCOS(T2E) IF(A.L1.2.)08=2..BSQRII3.PICL.AI1/(PI.FR.(PIO-1.)) TIME=SET IF(A.LE..95)08=F8.7)13/A11/2.14068 X=XE C COMPUTE 08-INTEGRAL OF DENSITY DIFFERENCE Y=YE FRLI=PICL13/(FR(PIO-1.0).UCL*UCL) Z=ZE GO TO 3 UCC=1.0 2 08=0.0
S1=PRMT(1) FRLI=0.0





63 GO TO 10 Al=.05 8 L=1 A22=0.0
SNEW=DS*S1 AA=A1*A22.FRLIDSIN(F(6)) SO(1)=SN(1) CC=A7RDSQRT(1.0-S12.812) SO(2)=SN(2) BB=13DABS(OCL-R.S12)







SN(4)= DCOS(F(6)) IMPLICIT REAL8(A-H,0-2)
X=X 0.5(SN(3).SN(4)+SO(3)*S0(4))*(S-S1) INTEGER SIZE
Y=Y+0.5.(SN(1)SN(4).S0(1)S0(4))(S-S1) REAL8 111,112,113,114 Z1=2 REAL DIS_X(500),DIS_Y(500),DIS_Z(500),DIS_DIA(500),DIS_DIL(500), Z=Z+0.5.(SN(2)*S0(2))"(S-S1) DIS A(500) DO 9 1=1,4 CHARACTER DIS MODE.1
SO(I)=SN(I) DIMENSION F(6),FP(6),PRMT(5),S0(4),SN(4) 10 CALL AMBIEN(Z,CI,TI,PI,TIZ,CIZ,PIZ,VTI,VCI,VUI,VVI,R) C-- RCY
IF(F(4))21,21,55 DIMENSION XLAB(11),YLAB(6) 55 R14=R.SN(1).SN(4) COMMON/PLTC1/PX0(500),PX1(500),PX2(500),PY0(500),PY1(500),IPLT A=SPACE/SIGMA COMMON/PLTC2/P12(500),PZ0(500),PZ1(500),PZ2(500),PRQ(500) IF(A-2.)501,500,500 COMMON/PLTC3/PXY1(500),PXY2(500),IPLTOLD,IPLTM 501IF(A-.95)503,503,502 COMMON/PLOTS/IPST(124,54) C SINGLE PLUME *
CO500 C1=II1 IF(FR-0.9BE+6)110,112,112




C6=II2 CSOO IS THE DISTANCE ALONG THE PLUME CENTER LINE, IT IS NOT
C7=II1R14 COUTPUT IN THIS VERSION, IT WAS IN DKHPLM (S):
GO TO 504 C 112 500=S/2.130
C MERGING PLUMES
502CALL XINT(I,A,AI1,AI2,A/3) X0=X/2..130
IF(MEROCK.EQ.0) THEN YO= Y /2. *DO
WRITE(IOUT,519) ZOLD=ZNEW
ENDIF ZO=Z/2.*DO
IF(MEROCK==.0.AND.IOUT=.0) PAUSE ZNEW =ZO
IF(MERGCK.EQ.0)M=M+3 TIMER=TIMEROVO
MERGCK=1 RQOLD =RQ








GO TO 504 41 DS=0.0













GO TO 15 42 IF(L19 .LT. 3)00 TO 71
99 AA=C3C2*C2/C1/C1-C4C2/C1C5
BB=C4 F(1)/C1-C32.C2F(1)/C1/C1-F(4) IF(IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,104)X0,Y0,20,SIGMAO,DELU,DEN,DELC CC=C3F(1)F(1)/C1/C1
BSQR=-BB-DSQRT(BIBB-4.AA.CC) IF(.NOT.IDEN)WRITE(IOUT,104)X0,YO,ZO,SIGMAO,DEN,DELT,DELC BSQR=BSQR/(2.AA) ,RQ
15 B=DSQRT(BSQR) 104 FORMAT(1X,3F8.2,1X,F8.2,3F9.3,1X,F9.2)
SIGMA=B
SIGMAO=SIGMADO C--first entries in variables for DISPLAY
DLUM=F(1)/(BSQRC1)-C2/C1
UCL= DLUI4 *R14 SIZE=SIZE+1
DTCL=F(2)/(BSQR(DLUMC6C7)) DIS_X(SIZE)=X0
DCCL=F(3)/(BSQR(DLUM*C6+C7)) DIS Y(SIZE)=Y0
C THE ABOVE CARDS DEFINE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE CONTINDITY,MOMENTUM DIS Z(SIZE)=Z0
C AND ENERGY EQUATION FOR THE SINGLE PLUME, MERGING PLUME AND DIS_DIA(SIZE)=SIGMAO
C MERGED PLUME REGIONS BASED ON PROFILES OF THE FORM (1.-(X/B)3/2) DIS_DIL(SIZE)=RQ












C DELU=(UCL-UIS1C2)/(00-III) DELT=(TCL-TI)/(TO-TI) CCC CALL CORD(X0,YO,Z0,F55,F66,SIOMAO,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,XY1,XY2)
F55=F(5)57.29570 IF(ITRAP.NE.1) THEN
F66=F(6)57.29570 IPLTOLD=IPLT.1









PX1(IPLT)=X1 CTHIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE SOLUTION TO BUOYANT JET PROBLEMS WITHIN
PX2(IPLT)=X2 CTHE ZONE OF FLOW ESTABLISHMENT, I.E. UP TO XE.
PY1(IPLT)=Y1 CTHE SOLUTION CALCULATES RU,RT,RC,B,TH1,TH2 AS FUNCTIONS OF S.
PY2(IPLT)=Y2 IMPLICIT REAL8(A-H,0-2)
PZ1(IPLT)=Z1 DIMENSION PRMT(5),AUX(16, 6), F(6),FP(6)
PZ2(IPLT)=Z2 CHARACTER N1180
PXY1(IPLT)=XY1 COMMON /AMB /CIO,TIO, PIO,RHOO,AL,TO,CO,FR,R1,FRL,TIS






GO TO 43 TH1=0.01745329TH1
71 L19=L194.1 TH2=0.01745329TH2





91 IF(Z-Z1)21,90,90 1 TH1=TH2
21 PRMT(5)=1.0 2 N=6
WRITE(IOUT,212) L=0










214 FORMAT(/3X,' PLUME RAS REACHED WATER SURFACE',/) CF(1)=RU, F(2)=RT, F(3)=RC, F(4)=13, F(5)=TH1, F(6)=TH2
CIF WE HAVE REACHED THE WATER SURFACE-STOP. IHLF=0
IF(INTER .EQ. 1)WRITE(ITERM,214) KOUNT=0
CALL OUTP1(PRMT(1),F,FP,IHLF,N,PRMT)
IPLT=IPLT-1 CALL HPCG(PRMT,F,FP,N,IHLF,DERIV1,OUTP1,AUX)
C IF(IHLF .GE. 11)00 TO 95
ISURF=1 F(1)=RUE









52 IF(M-59)2,13,11 DO 9 1=1,6















81 CONTINUE SUBROUTINE DERIV1(S,F,FP)
PRMT(5)=1.0 IMPLICIT REAL8(A-H2O-Z)
RETURN DIMENSION F(6),FP(6),A(4,4),A2(3,3),A3(3,3)












S2=DSIN(F(6)) GO TO 7
C1=DCOS(F(5)) 20 J=3
C2=DCOS(F(6)) A3(1,1)=A(1,1)





E=El (0 . 0204+0 . 0144' F(4) )( 1. 0.E2S2/FR) (DABS( 1 . 0-R12 ) sE3*R A3(3,1)=A(4,1)
"DSQRT(1.0-S12".2))*(1-E4/SPACE) A3(3,2)=0.
CE IS THE ENTRAINMENT FUNCTION. A3(3,3)=A(4,4)
D1=.45+.551112 FP(3)=FP(4)
011=2.(.128574..37143R12) CALL SIMQ(A3,FP,J,K)
















CSECOND EQUATION IS ENERGY. 131 FP(4)=FP(2)
A(3,1)=0.0 FP(3)=0.
A(3,2)=0.0 FP(2)=0.
A(3,3)=DC0(F(3)*D2F(4)) GO TO 136
A(3,4)=DCO(D2F(3)+D3F(4)) 132IF(DCO.NE.0.)00 TO 134
CTHIRD EQUATON IS CONCENTRATION. FP(4)=FP(3)
A(4,1)=F(1)+04"F(4) FP(3)=0.
A(4,2)=0.0 GO TO 136
A(4,3)=0.0 134 FP(4)=FP(3)
A(4,4)=D4F(1)+125F(4) FP(3)=FP(2)
CFOURTH EQUATION IS MOMENTUM FP(2)=0.
FP(1)=E 136UNX=-(C22C1S1)
TIZZ=TIZ UNY=S22.C2 2C1 .2
FP(2)=TIZZ S2(-AAI4-0.5 F(2) 2+F(2)*F(4)D2.0.5F(4)2*D3) UNZ=-(52C2S1)
FP(2)=FP(2).VTE UN=DSQRT(UNX*24.UNY"24.UNZ2)








FP(3)=-CIZS2AAI*VCE'DCE 1 WRITE(IOUT, 100)
D6=(PI-1.)0.12857F(4)"2 100FORMAT(1X,' SINGULAR MATRIX-EXECUTION TERMINATED AT THIS POINT')
3 IF(FR-0. 98E+6 ) 11, 12, 12 STOP
11 F8=D6/(FR(PIO-1.0)) END
GO TO 13
12 F8=0.0 ** OUTP1
13 FP(4)=F8.524-ER12+VUE
J=4 SUBROUTINE OUTP1(S,F,FP,IH,N,PRMT)
IF(DCO.EQ.0..AND.DTO.EQ.0.)(70 TO 10 IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-H2O-Z)
IF(DTO.EQ.0.)O0 TO 6 COMMON/AMB/CIO,TIO,PIO,RHOO,AL,TO,CO,FR,R1,FRL,TIS









































X =9+0 . 5. (SN(3 ) SN(4) 4S0(3 ) SO(4) ) DS
Y=Y+0.5.(SN(1)SN(4).S0(1).S0(4)).DS
Z=Z+0.5.(SN(2)+SO(2)).DS




































































CSIMQ SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF J LINEAR EQUATIONS FOR THE FP. A IS THE
CCOEFFICIENT MATRIX IN EQNA.FP=FP.THE INPUT FP ARE DESTROYED







































































PRMT(3)- INITIAL INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE HPCG
(INPUT), UPC()
PRMT(4)- UPPER ERROR BOUND (INPUT). IF ABSOLUTE ERROR IS HPCG
C INTERCHANGE ROWS IF NECESSARY SIMQ C GREATER THAN PRMT(4), INCREMENT GETS HALVED. HPCG
C SIMQ C IF INCREMENT IS LESS THAN PRMT(3) AND ABSOLUTE HPCG
40 I1=J.N.(J-2) SIMQ C ERROR LESS THAN PRMT(4)/50, INCREMENT GETS DOUBLED.HPCG
IT=IMAX-J SIMQ C THE USER MAY CHANGE PRMT(4) BY MEANS OF HIS HPCG
DO 50 K=J,N SIMQ C OUTPUT SUBROUTINE. HPCG
I1=IltN SIMQ C PRMT(5)- NO INPUT PARAMETER. SUBROUTINE HPCG INITIALIZES HPCG
I2=IltIT SIMQ C PRMT(5)=0. IF THE USER WANTS TO TERMINATE HPCG
SAVE=A(I1) SIMQ C SUBROUTINE HPCG AT ANY OUTPUT POINT, HE HAS TO HPCG
A(I1)=A(I2) SIMQ C CHANGE PRMT(5) TO NON-ZERO BY MEANS OF SUBROUTINEHPCG
A(I2)=SAVE SIMQ C OUTP. FURTHER COMPONENTS OF VECTOR PRMT ARE HPCG
C SIMQ C FEASIBLE IF ITS DIMENSION IS DEFINED GREATER HPCG
C DIVIDE EQUATION BY LEADING COEFFICIENT SIMQ C THAN 5. HOWEVER SUBROUTINE HPCG DOES NOT REQUIREHPCG
C SIMQ C AND CHANGE THEM. NEVERTHELESS THEY MAY BE USEFUL HPCG
50 A(I1)=A(I1)/BIGA SIMQ C FOR HANDING RESULT VALUES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM HPCG
SAVE=B(IMAX) SIMQ C (CALLING HPCG) WHICH ARE OBTAINED BY SPECIAL HPCG
B(IMAX)=B(J) SIMQ C MANIPULATIONS WITH OUTPUT DATA IN SUBROUTINE OUTP. HPCG
B(J)=SAVE/BIGA SIMQ C INPUT VECTOR OF INITIAL VALUES.(DESTROYED) HPCG
C SIMQ C LATER ON Y IS THE RESULTING VECTOR OF DEPENDENT HPCG
C ELIMINATE NEXT VARIABLE SIMQ C VARIABLES COMPUTED AT INTERMEDIATE POINTS X. HPCG
C SIMQ C DERY INPUT VECTOR OF ERROR WEIGHTS.(DESTROYED) HPCG
IF(J-N)55,70,55 SIMQ C THE SUM OF ITS COMPONENTS MUST BE EQUAL TO 1. HPCG
55 IQS=N.(J-1) SIMQ C LATER ON DERY IS THE VECTOR OF DERIVATIVES, WHICHHPCG
DO 65 IX=JY,N SIMQ C BELONG TO FUNCTION VALUES Y AT A POINT X. HPCG
IXJ=IQS+IX SIMQ C NDIM AN INPUT VALUE, WHICH SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF HPCG
IT=J-IX SIMQ C EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM. HPCG
DO 60 JX=JY,N SIMQ C IHLF AN OUTPUT VALUE, WHICH SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF HPCG
IXJX=N"(JX-1)+IX SIMQ C BISECTIONS OF THE INITIAL INCREMENT. IF IHLF GETSHPCG
JJX= IXJX+IT SIMQ C GREATER THAN 10, SUBROUTINE HPCG RETURNS WITH HPCG
60 A(IXJX)=A(IXJX)-(A(IXJ).A(JJX)) SIMQ C ERROR MESSAGE IHLF=11 INTO MAIN PROGRAM. HPCG
65 B(IX)=B(IX)-(B(J).A(IXJ)) SIMQ C ERROR MESSAGE IHLF=12 OR IHLF=13 APPEARS IN CASE HPCG
C SIMQ C PRMT(3)=0 OR IN CASE SIGN(PRMT(3)).NE.SION(PRMT(2)-HPCG
C BACK SOLUTION SIMQ C PRMT(1)) RESPECTIVELY. HPCG
C SIMQ C FCT THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE USED. IT HPCG
70 NY=N-1 SIMQ C COMPUTES THE RIGHT HAND SIDES DERY OF THE SYSTEMHPCG
IT=N.N SIMQ C TO GIVEN VALUES OF X AND Y. ITS PARAMETER LIST HPCG
DO 80 J=1,NY SIMQ C MUST BE X, Y, DERY. THE SUBROUTINE SHOULD NOT HPCG
IA=IT-J SIMQ C DESTROY X AND Y. HPCG
IB=N-J SIMQ C OUTP THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL OUTPUT SUBROUTINE USED. HPCG
IC=N SIMQ C ITS PARAMETER LIST MUST BE 0,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT.HPC0
DO 80 K=1,3 SIMQ C NONE OF THESE PARAMETERS (EXCEPT, IF NECESSARY, HPCG
B(IB)=B(IB)-A(IA).13(1C) SIMQ C PRMT(4),PRMT(5),...) SHOULD BE CHANGED BY HPCG
IA=IA-N SIMQ C SUBROUTINE OUTP. IF PRMT(5) IS CHANGED TO NON-ZERO,HPCG
80 IC=IC-1 SIMQ C SUBROUTINE HPCG IS TERMINATED. HPCG
RETURN SIMQ C AUX AN AUXILIARY STORAGE ARRAY WITH 16 ROWS AND NDIMHPCG






C THE PROCEDURE TERMINATES AND RETURNS TO CALLING PROGRAM, IF HPCG
SUBROUTINE HPCG(PRMT,Y,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX) HPCG C (1) MORE THAN 10 BISECTIONS OF THE INITIAL INCREMENT ARE HPCG
C SUBROUTINE HPCG HPCG C NECESSARY TO GET SATISFACTORY ACCURACY (ERROR MESSAGEHPCG
C HPCG C IHLF=11), HPCG
C PURPOSE HPCG C (2) INITIAL INCREMENT IS EQUAL TO 0 OR HAS WRONG SIGN HPCG
C TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ORDINARY GENERAL HPCG C (ERROR MESSAGES IHLF=12 OR IHLF=13), HPCG
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH GIVEN INITIAL VALUES. HPCG C (3) THE WHOLE INTEGRATION INTERVAL IS WORKED THROUGH, HPCG
C HPCG C (4) SUBROUTINE OUTP HAS CHANGED PRMT(5) TO NON-ZERO. HPCG
C USAGE HPCG C HPCG
C CALL HPCG (PRMT,Y,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX) HPCG C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED HPCG
C PARAMETERS FCT AND OUTP REQUIRE AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT. HPCG C THE EXTERNAL SUBROUTINES FCT(X,Y,DERY) AND HPCG
C HPCG C OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT) MUST BE FURNISHED BY THE USER.HPCG
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS HPCG C HPCG
C PRMT - AN INPUT AND OUTPUT VECTOR WITH DIMENSION GREATERHPCG C METHOD HPCG
C OR EQUAL TO 5, WHICH SPECIFIES THE PARAMETERS OFHPCG C EVALUATION IS DONE BY MEANS OF HAMMINGS MODIFIED PREDICTOR- HPCG
C THE INTERVAL AND OF ACCURACY AND WHICH SERVES FORHPCG C CORRECTOR METHOD. IT IS A FOURTH ORDER METHOD, USING 4 HPCG
C COMMUNICATION BETWEEN OUTPUT SUBROUTINE (FURNISHEDHPCG C PRECEEDING POINTS FOR COMPUTATION OF A NEW VECTOR Y OF THEHPCG
C BY THE USER) AND SUBROUTINE HPCG. EXCEPT PRMT(5) HPCG C DEPENDENT VARIABLES. HPCG
C THE COMPONENTS ARE NOT DESTROYED BY SUBROUTINE HPCG C FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD SUGGESTED BY RALSTON IS HPCG
C HPCG AND THEY ARE HPCG C USED FOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE INITIAL INCREMENT AND FOR HPCG
C PRMT(1)- LOWER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL (INPUT), HPCG C COMPUTATION OF STARTING VALUES. HPCG
C PRMT(2)- UPPER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL (INPUT), HPCG C SUBROUTINE HPCG AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS THE INCREMENT DURINGHPCG65
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000000000000000 .000 000000 01 0 0 00000 200.1 CIOZ=HDERY(I) HPCG 218IF(ISTEP-4)201,219,219 HPCG
AUX(7,I)=Z HPCG 219IMOD=ISTEP/2 HPCG
103Y(1)=AUX(N,I)+.2181004.AUX(5,1)-3.050965*AUX(6,1)43.832865.2 HPCG IF(ISTEP-IMOD-IMOD)201,220,201 HPCG
C HPCG 220 11,11+11 HPCG
Z=2(.11 HPCG IHLF=IHLF-1 HPCG
CALL FCT(Z,Y,DERY) HPCG ISTEP=0 HPCG
DO 104 I=1,NDIM HPCG DO 221 I=1,NDIM HPCG
104Y(I)=AUX(N,I)+.1747603.AUX(5,1)-.5514807.AUX(6,1) HPCG AUX(N-1,I)=AUX(N-2,I) HPCG
.+1.205536*AUX(7,I)+.1711848.11.DERY(1) HPCG AUX(N-2,I)=AUX(N-4,I) HPCG
GOTO(9,13,15,21),ISW HPCG AUX(N-3,I)=AUX(N-6,I) HPCG
C HPCG AUX(N+6,I)=AUX(N+5,I) HPCG
C POSSIBLE BREAK-POINT FOR LINKAGE HPCG AUX(14+5,I)=AUX(N+3,I) HPCG
C HPCG AUX(N+4,I)=AUX(N+1,I) HPCG
C STARTING VALUES ARE COMPUTED. HPCG DELT=AUX(N.6,I)+AUX(N+5,I) HPCG
C NOW START EARNINGS MODIFIED PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD. HPCG DELT=DELT+DELT+DELT HPCG
200 ISTEP=3 HPCG 221AUX(16,I)=8.962963(Y(I)-AUX(N-3,I))-3.36111111(DERY(I)+DELT HPCG
201IF(N-8)204,202,204 HPCG +AUX(14+4,I)) HPCG
C HPCG GOTO 201 HPCG
C /4=8 CAUSES THE ROWS OF AUX TO CHANGE THEIR STORAGE LOCATIONS HPCG C HPCG
202 DO 203 N=2,7 HPCG C HPCG
DO 203 I=1,NDIM HPCG C H MUST BE HALVED HPCG
AUX(N-1,I)=AUX(N,I) HPCG 222 IIILF=IHLF+1 HPCG
203AUX(N+6,I)=AUX(N+7,I) HPCG IF(IHLF-10)223,223,210 HPCG
N=7 HPCG 223 H=.5.1I HPCG
C HPCG ISTEP=0 HPCG
C N LESS THAN 8 CAUSES 14+1 TO GET N HPCG DO 224 I=1,NDIM HPCG
204 N=N+1 HPCG Y(I)=.00390625.(80..AUX(N-1,I).135..AUX(N-2,I)+40..AUX(N-3,I)+HPC0
C HPCG AUX(N-4,I))-.1171875*(AUX(N.6,I)-6.AUX(N+5,I)-AUX(N.4,I))H HPCG
C COMPUTATION OF NEXT VECTOR Y HPCG AUX(N-4,1)=.00390625(12.AUX(N-1,I)+135.AUX(N-2,I). HPCG
DO 205 I=1,NDIM HPCG .108.*AUX(N-3,I)+AUX(N-4,I))-.0234375.(AUX(N+6,1)+18..AUX(N+5,I)-HPCG
AUX(N-1,I)=Y(I) HPCG 9..AUX(N+4,I))11 HPCG
205AUX(N+6,I)=DERY(I) HPCG AUX(N-3,I)=AUX(N-2,I) HPCG
X=X+11 HPCG 224 AUX(N+4,I)=AUX(11.5,I) HPCG
206 ISTEP=ISTEP+1 HPCG X=X-H HPCG
DO 207 I=1,NDIM HPCG DELT=X-(H+H) HPCG
DELT=AUX(N-4,I)+1.333333.H.(AUX(N+6,I)+AUX(N+6,I)-AUX(N+5,I)+ HPCO CALL FCT(DELT,Y,DERY) HPCG
.AUX(N+4,I)+AUX(N+4,I)) HPCG DO 225 I=1,NDIM HPCG
Y(I)=DELT-.9256198*AUX(16,I) HPCG AUX(N-2,I)=Y(I) HPCG
207AUX(16,I)=DELT HPCG AUX(N.5,I)=DERY(I) HPCG
C PREDICTOR IS NOW GENERATED IN ROW 16 OF AUX, MODIFIED PREDICTORHPCG 225Y(I)=AUX(N-4,I) HPCG
C IS GENERATED IN Y. DELT MEANS AN AUXILIARY STORAGE. HPCG DELT=DELT-(H+11) HPCG
C HPCG CALL FCT(DELT,Y,DERY) HPCG
CALL FCT(Z,Y,DERY) HPCG DO 226 I=1,NDIM HPCG
C DERIVATIVE OF MODIFIED PREDICTOR IS GENERATED IN DERY HPCG DELT=AUX(N+5,I)+AUX(N+4,I) HPCG
C HPCG DELT=DELT+DELT+DELT HPCG
DO 208 I=1,NDIM HPCG AUX(16,I)=8.962963.(AUX(N-1,I)-Y(I))-3.361111.11*(AUX(N+6,I)+DELT G
DELT=.125(9..AUX(N-1,I)-AUX(N-3,I)+3.H.(DERY(I)+AUX(N+6,I)+ HPCG +DERY(I)) HPCG
AUX(N+6,I)-AUX(N+5,I))) HPCG 226AUX(N+3,I)=DERY(I) HPCG
AUX(16,I)=AUX(16,I)-DELT HPCG GOTO 206
208Y(I)=DELT+.07438017*AUX(16,I) HPCG END
C HPCG
C TEST WHETHER H MUST BE HALVED OR DOUBLED HPCG .. DISPLAY
DELT=0. HPCG
DO 209 I=1,NDIM HPCG *This subroutine creates the interactive graphics of the program.
209DELT=DELT+AUX(15,I)DABS(AUX(16,I)) HPCG
IF(DELT-PRMT(4))210,222,222 HPCG *TRAJ__* atoree the points on the trajectory of the plume. Each TRAJ_.
C HPCG array has a size of SIZE.
C H MUST NOT BE HALVED. THAT MEANS Y(I) ARE GOOD. HPCG D/S_DIL otoreo the dilution at each point of the trajectory
210CALL FCT(Z,Y,DERY) HPCG DIS_DIA storea the diameter of the single plume at each point of the
CALL OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT) HPCG trajectory
IF(PRMT(5))212,211,212 HPCG DIS A is an array which stores a constant for each trajectory point
211IF(IHLF-11)213,212,212 HPCG N12 is the title of run and of the type of character
212RETURN HPCG SPACING is the spacing between two neighboring port.
213IF(H.(X-PRMT(2)))214,212,212 HPCG P_DEPTH is the depth of the port
214IF(DABS(X-PRNT(2))-.1.DABS(H))212,215,215 HPCG NPORTS is the total number of the ports
215IF(DELT-.02*PRMT(4))216,216,201 HPCG HANG is the horizontal angle between the current direction and the
C HPCG diffuser axis
C HPCG
C H COULD BE DOUBLED IF ALL NECESSARY PRECEEDING VALUES ARE HPCG SUBROUTINE DISPLAY(TRAJ_X,TRAJ_Y,TRAJ_Z,DIS DI L, DIS DIA,DIS__A,
C AVAILABLE HPCG SIZE,B12,SPACING,P_DEPTH,NFORTS,HANG)
216IF(IHLF)201,201,217 HPCG
217IF(N-7)201,218,218 HPCG INTEGER SIZE,J,MAX_I,K,I4AX X,N,NUM PTS,ADD,SET_COLO(10),ADD_COLINTEGER NPORTS WRITE(6,40) (",I=1,30) REAL MIN X,MIN_Y,MIN Z,MAX_X,MAX_Y,MAX Z,MINY,MAXY 40 FORMAT (Al,!) REAL SPACING,QUO_C,HANG.8,PORT BOT,P_DEPTH.8 WRITE(6,) THE DISPLAY SETTINGS ARE: REAL FRAME(24),SCREEN(24) WRITE(6,) 1.Display mode: ' REAL POS_X,POS_Y,AREA_X(999),AREA_Y(999),WIDTH(999) SELECT CASE (MODE)
REAL AREA_XC(999),AREA_YC(999),AREA_XT(999),AREA_YT(999) CASE (.13.,.b.) REAL C_RAT(0:10),MAX_C,ALPHA WRITE(6,) ' The X-Y plane and the Z-Y plane are displayed REAL TRAJ_X(500),TRA3 Y(500),TRAJ Z(500),TRAJY(500)
REAL BOX_X(4),BOX_Y(4),LEGEND_X(4),LEGEND_Y(4) CASE ('X',.x.) REAL DIS_DIA(500),DIS DIL(500),DIS_A(500),C_CL(500) WRITE(6,) The X-Y plane is displayed.' REAL ROW_HIGH,ADD_PTS,ADD_X,ADD Y CASE (.Z.,...) REAL WIDTH R,WIDTH_R1,WIDTH_R2 WRITE(6,) ' The Z-Y plane Is displayed.. CHARACTER80 TEXT(2),N12 END SELECT CHARACTER STRING 6,ES,LEGEND,AGAIN,INPUT,QUEST,MODE WRITE(6,) 2.Display Area (m):
IF (MODE.= B. .0R.MODE== b )THEN DATA FRAME/0.96,0.38, 10.58,0.38, 10.58,3.87, 0.96,3.87, WRITE(6,31) . Min__X: Min Y:',MIN Y, 0.96,4.35, 10.58,4.35, 10.58,8.10, 0.96,8.10,
' Min_Z: .,MIN_Z 0.96,0.95, 10.58,0.95, 10.58,8.10, 0.96,8.10/ WRITE(6,31) Max_X: ',MAX X,' Max_Y: ',MAX Y, DATA SCREEN/.01,.01,10.99,.01,10.99,4.35, 0.01,4.35, Max_2:',MAX__Z .01,3.87, 10.99,3.87, 10.99,8.49, 0.01,8.49, 31 FORMAT(1X,A16,F6.1,2(Al1,F6.1)) .01,.01,10.99,.01,10.99,8.49, 0.01,8.49/ ENDIF
IF (MODEe=,X..OR.MODE==.x.) THEN C- -initiali ration of display settings WRITE(6,37) Min_X:',MIN__X, .,MIN_Y,
Min Z: N/A' TEXT(1)=N12 WRITE(6,37) ' Max_X: ',MAX__X,. Max Y:',MAX Y,
' Max_Z: N/A. MIN Y=TRAJ_Y(1)-(TRAJ Y(SIZE)-TRAZ Y(1))/10 37 FORMAT(1X,A16,F6.1,A11,F6.1,A14) MAX_Y=TRAJ_Y(SIZE) ENDIF
MIN_X=TRA,I_X(1)-(NPORTS-1)/2.SPACING IF (MODE==.2..OR.MODE==.r,) THEN MAX X=TRAJ_X(SIZE) WRITE(6,38) ' Min_X: N/A min y:.,MIN_Y, MIN_Z=TRAJ_Z(1)-0.3ABS(TRAZ_Z(1)-TRAJ_Z(SIZE))
' Min_Z: MAX_Z=TRA.3_2(SIZE) WRITE(6,38) Max X: N/A Max_Y: ',MAX_Y,
' Max 2: ',MAX_Z NUM_AREA=10 38 FORMAT(1X,A31,F6.1,A11,F6.1) C_RAT(0)=1. ENDIF C_RAT(1)=.7 IF (ES==.Y..OR.ES==.y.) THEN C RAT(2)=.4 WRITE(6,5) The axis are eguispaced.. C_RAT(3)=.2 ELSE c_RAT(4)=.13 WR/TE(6,) ' The axis are not eguispaced.' C_RAT(5)=.08 ENDIF C RAT(6)=.05 WRITE(6,5) 3.Gradiation of Concentration Distribution' C RAT(7)=.03 WRITE(6,) ' Conc. Ratio Color Code' C RAT(8)=.015 DO 32 1=1, NUM_ARZA C RAT(9)=.005 WRITE(6,33) C_RAT(I),SET_COLO(I) C RAT(10)=.0 32 CONTINUE
33 FORMAT (19X,F5.3,15X,I2) SET_COLO(1)=4 WRITE(6,) ' 4.Display of Legend ' SET_COLO(2)=12 SELECT CASE (LEGEND) SET_COLO(3)=5 CASE (.1,',.1') SET COLO(4)=13 WRITE(6,) The legend is on the lefthand side.. SET_COLO(5)=1 CASE (.12',.r.) SET_COLO(6)=3 WRITE(6,") ' The legend is on the righthand side.' SET_COLO(7)=9 CASE ('N.,.n.) SET_COLO(8)=14 WRITE(6,) Display without legend.' SET_COLO(9)=6 END SELECT SET_COLO(10)=8 WRITE(6,) ' 5.The distance between the ports and the botto
.1m is [m): ',PORT_BOT ES=.Y. WRITE(6,) MAX_C=1 WRITE(6,") 'If you wish to change the setting enter the numbe MODE=.13. .r of the setting you wish' LEGEND='R. WRITE(6,) 'to change. Enter for a display of the result AGAIN=.13.
> PORT BOT=10. READ(6,) INPUT
C== beginning of main display loop WRITE(6,40) (",I=1,30)
DO WHILE (AGAIN==.D..OR.AGAIN=='d.) C--input of display mode INPUT='Y'
DO WHILE (INPUT/='D..AND.INPUT/=.d') IF (INPUT==.1') THEN
WRITE(6,.) Change display mode' CALL DIS_AREA(FRAME,MIN X,MIN_Y,MIN_Z,MAX X,MAX Y,MAX Z,ES,MODE) WRITE(6,) . B: Both, X-Y and Z-Y plane'
WRITE(6,.) X: Only X-Y plane'WRITE(6,5)











: WRITE(65) 2 ,
WRITE(6,) 3 turgoise. C--inputofdisplay area WRITE(6,) 4 red '
IF (INPUT==.2.) THEN 1RIIPTP:(:::)
5 violet'
6 tan .
WRITE(6,') . Change of Display Area' WRITE(6,) 7 light grey' WRITE(6,) WRITE(6,) 8 dark grey.
WRITE(6,5) ' Do you wish to have eguispaced axis? Y/N ,
READ(6,5) ES WRITE(6,) 9 aqua
WRITE(6,) 10 lime .
WRITE(6,') WRITE(6,) 11 sky blue'
WRITE(6,') ' Enter "3. for the default value . WRITE(6,5) 12 salmon'
WRITE(6, 5) WRITE(6,5) 13
WRITE(6,') . Enter MIN _Y (.,MIN_Y,'): WRITE(6,) 14 yellow ' READ(6,) IN 15 white
IF (IN/=3) MIN_Y=IN :::IT.:(:::/
WRITE(6,5) . Enter MAX_Y (.,MAX Y,.): ' WRITE(6,') Enter the colorcode for each area' READ(6,) IN WRITE(6,')
IF (IN/=3) MAX_Y=IN DO 60 I=1,NUM AREA







WRITE(6,49). The spacing for the display will be ',
(MAX_Y-MIN_Y)/7.
ENDIF
49 FORMAT (1X,A40,F6.1) C--input for legend position
ENDIF
IF (MODE= . X .. OR.MODE== . x ' .0R.MODE== ' B. . OR.MODE=.= ' b ' )THEN IF (INPUT==.4.) THEN
WRITE(6,) WRITE(6,5) ' Change of Legend'
WRITE(6,5)
' Enter MIN_X (.,MIN_X,.): . WRITE(6,') . L:legend on lefthand side'
READ(6,) IN
WWRRIITTEE:::::
R:legend on righthand side'
IF (IN/=3) MIN_X=IN WRITE(6,5) ' N:no legend'
IF (ES==.N..OR.ES==.n.) THEN
WRITE(6,) ' Enter MAX_X (.,MAX_X,'): ' READ(6,) LEGEND
READ(6,5) IN ENDIF
IF (IN/=3) MAX X =IN
ENDIF C--input for distance from port to bottom
ENDIF
IF (MODE==.2..OR.MODE==.r..OR.MODE==.H..OR.MODE==.b.) THEN
WRITE(6,) ' Enter MIN_Z (,,MIN__Z,.): '
(INPUT = ='S') THEN
WRITE(6, ) The distance between the ports and the bottom
READ(6,5) IN 5(m): .
IF (IN/=3) MIN_Z=IN WRITE(6,5) > '
IF (ES==.N..OR.ES==.n.) THEN READ(6,5) PORT HOT
WRITE(6,5) . Enter MAX_Z (.,MAX_Z,.): ENDIF
READ(6,5) IN
IF (IN/=3) MAX_Z=IN END DO
ENDIF
ENDIF C==switch to GRAPHIC mode
ENDIF
CALL PLOTS(0,1,0) C--inputofgradiation of temperature distribution CALL CLS(7)
51
IF (INPUT==.3.) THEN
WRITE(6,5) Change of °radiation of Conc. Distribution'
WRITE(6,)
WRITE(6,') Enter the number of different areas (1-10) >
READ(6,) NUM_AREA
WRITE(6,)
WRITE(6,) Enter the concentration ratios beginning with the
'highest value) '
DO 50 I=1,NUM_AREA
















C--calculates the width of the area that represents a certain conc.
MAX_I=1
DO 5 I=2,SIZE










































MINY=MIN__Z Ccreates points of z-plane if calculated points are under the bottom-
MAXY.MAX_Z Cor over the surface
DO 34 I=1,SIZE
TRAJY(I)=TRAJ_Z(I) IF (UMODE==.Z'.0R.MODE=='..).0R.
34 CONTINUE ((MODE==.B. .0R.MODE== ) .AND K==2 )) AND.
ENDIF (TRAJY(I)-SIN(ALPHA).DIS DIA(I)/2<-PORT BOT)) THEN
WIDTH_R=WIDTHR2.1.1
C = calculate. points on the boundary of the areas AREA Y(2MAX_I-(I-2))=TRAJY(I)-SIN(ALPHA)"WIDTHR/2+
ADD _Y
ADD Y=0. AREA_X(2MAX_I-(I-2))=TRAj Y(I)+COS(ALPHA)"WIDTH R/2+
ADD_X=0. ADD _X
DO 120 N=1,NPORTS IF (AREA Y(2MAX_I-(I-2))<=-PORT_BOT) THEN
IF ((MODE==.7(..OR.MODE==.E').0R. AREA Y(2MAX_I-(I-2))=-PORT_BOT
(( MODE==.B..OR.MODE==.)D').AND.K==1)) THEN ENDIF
ADD_Y=(N-(NPORTS.1)/2.)SPACING.SIN(HANO/180.3.1415) ENDIF
ADD_X=-(N-(NPORTS+1)/2.)SPACINO.COS(HANG/180"3.1415)
ELSE IF( ( (MODE= Z .0R.MODE== z) .0R.
ADD Y=0 ((MODE=='13..OR.MODE==b).AND.K.=2)).AND.
ADD_X=0 (TRAJY(I)+SIN(ALPHA).DIS_DIA(I)/2.P DEPTH)) THEN
ENDIF WIDTH_R=WIDTH
AREA_X(I)=TRAJ_Y(I)-COS(ALPHA).WIDTE_R/2+ADD X










































(C CL(MAX_I)-C_CL(MAX_I+1))" 6 CONTINUE
(C CL(MAX__I)-C_RAT(J)*MAX_C)+ADD_Y
AREA_X(MAX I+1)=TRAJ_Y(MAX_I). IF (C_RAT(J)<=C CL(SIZE)/MAX C) THEN
(TRAJ Y(MAX_I+1)-TRAJ_Y(MAX.I))/ AREA_Y(SIZE(.1)=TRAJY(SIZE)+ADDY





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALL FILL(4, BOX_X, BOX_Y)
65 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C==terminates the subroutine display
IX=IXKEY()
CALL PLOT(0,0,999)





TO D. DISPLAY ON SCREEN AGAIN'
E. EXIT DISPLAY MODE.
END
MKGRID
This subroutine creates the frame for the plots, the grid system, and
the axis with their numbering.
*TEXT is the text of the headline for the display
*FRAME consists of 3x8 points which give the cornerpoints of the frame
MODE indicates which planes are displayed. (x-y, z-y, or both)
MIN_,MAX_ are the areas of the planes that will be displayed
NPORTS is the number of the ports.
SUBROUTINE MKGRID(TEXT,FRAME,MODE,MIN_X,MIN_Y,MIN_Z,




REAL MIN_X,MIN_Y,MIN Z, MAX X,MAX_Y,MAX Z





DATA SCREEN/0.0,0.0, 11.0,0.0, 11.0,4.0, 0.0,4.0,
0.0,3.9, 11.0,3.9, 11.0,8.5, 0.0,8.5,




















































Y(3) =FRAME(ADD+2)ELSE FOS .X=FRAME(1)
Y(3)=FRAME(ADD+21.2) POS_Y=FRAME(2)
ENDIF AXIS =MIN Z
Y(4),FRAME(ADD+2I) CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST) CALL FILL(4,X,Y) CALL GTEXT(28,0,AXIST)
20 CONTINUE AXIS=AXIS+STEP Z
10 CONTINUE POSY=POS_Y+D Z
CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST)
ADD =0 CALL OTEXT(23,0,AXIST)
IF (MODE==.X..011.MODE==,x..OR.MODE=='Z' . OR .MODE== z )ADD=16 CALL DASHED(FRAME(1)-0.07,POS_Y,FRAME(3)-0.07,POS,Y) CALL NEWPEN(15) AXIS=AXIS+STEP_Z DO 30 I=1,MAX K POS_Y=POS Y+D Z
IF (I = =2) ADD=8 CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST)
CALL PLOT(FRAME(ADD+1),FRAME(ADD+2),1) CALL OTEXT(18,0,AXIST)
CALL PLOT(FRAME(ADD+3),FRAME(ADD+4),2) CALL DASHED(FRAME(1)-0.07,POS_Y,FRAME(3)-0.07, POS_Y) CALL PLOT(FRAME(ADD+5),FRAME(ADD+6),2)
CALL PLOT(FRAME(ADD+7),FRAME(ADD+8),2) POS_X=FRAME(9)
CALL PLOT(FRAME(ADD+1),FRAME(ADD+2),2) POSY= FRAME(10)
30 CONTINUE AXIS=MIN X
CALL GTEXT(0,1,'Tltle of this run:') CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST)
CALL GTEXT(0,20,TEXT(1)) CALL GTEXT(14,0,AXIST)
CALL GTEXT(29,1,,Number of ports:') AXIS=AXIS+STEP_X
NPORTS_R=NPORTS1. POS_Y=POS_Y+D_X
CALL CONVERT(NPORTS_R,NPORTS_T) CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST)
CALL GTEXT(29,18,NPORTS T) CALL OTEXT(9,0,AXIST)
CALL OTEXT(29,29,.To exit the graphic display press ENTER') CALL DASHED(FRAME(1)-0.07,POS_Y,FRAME(3)-0.07,POS_Y)
AXIS=AXIS+STEP X C--creating the axle POS_Y=POS Y+D X
CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST)
CALL NEWPEN(9) CALL GTEXT(4,0,AXIST)
IF (MODE==.11..OR.MODE==.b.) THEN CALL DASHED(FRAME(1)-0.07,POS_Y,FRAME(3)-0.07,POS_Y)
CALL GTEXT(16,1,'Z-dir.) ELSE
CALL GTEXT(1,1,,X-d1r.) IF (MODE=.= XOR.MODE== x )AXIS=MIN_X
CALL GTEXT(29,74,.Y-dir') IF (MODE==.2'.0R.MODE=='..) AXIS=MIN Z
ENDIF POS Y=FRAME(18)
IF (MODE==.X..OR.MODE,='x') THEN DO 50 1=0,7
CALL GTEXT (4 , 0,' X-dir ) CALL CONVERT (AXIS, AXIST)
CALL GTEXT (28, 74, 'Y-dir') IF (I.==0) CALL GTEXT(26,0,AXIST)
ENDIF IF (I==1) CALL GTEXT(21,0,AXIST)
IF (MODE=='2.'.0R.MODE==.z.) THEN IF (I==2) CALL GTEXT(16,0,AXIST)
CALL GTEXT(4,0,'Z-dir.) IF (I,=3) CALL OTEXT(11,0,AXIST)
CALL OTEXT(28,74,'Y-dir') IF (I = =4) CALL GTEXT(7,0,AXIST)
ENDIF IF (I,=5) CALL GTEXT(2,0,AXIST)
POS_Y=POSY+D_Y
C--y-axis IF (I<5) THEN
CALL DASHED(FRAME(1)-.1,POS_Y,FRAME(3)-.1,POS_Y)
CALL NEWPEN(3) ENDIF
ADD=16 IF (MODE = ='X' .0R.MODE== )AXIS=AXIS+STEP_X




DO 40 I=0,NUM_Y RETURN
CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST) END
IF (MODE==.13'.0R.MODE==.b.) THEN
CALL GTEXT(15,I*10+4,AXIST) :.* DIS_AREA
ELSE
CALL GTEXT(27,I.10+4,AXIST) This subroutine transforms the input data MIN_X,MIN_Y,MAX X,MAX_Y
ENDIF into values which can be displayed by MXGRID
POS X=POS_X+D_Y *
IF (I<NUM_Y-1) THEN FRAME consists of 4x3 points which give the cornerpoints of the frame
CALL DASHED(POS X,FRAME(2+ADD)-0.07,POS_X,FRAME(6+ADD)+0.07) ES.indicatee if the axis are equispaced (Y) or not equlepaced (N)
IF (MODE=='8'.0R.MODE==.16') THEN MODE indicates which planes are displayed. (x-y,z -y, or both)
CALL DASHED(POS X,FRAME(10)-0.07,POS_X,FRAME(14)+0.07)
ENDIF SUBROUTINE DIS_AREA(FRAME,MIN_X,MIN_Y,MIN_Z,MAX_X,MAX Y,MAX_Z,
ENDIF ES,MODE)
AXIS=AXIS+STEELY
40 CONTINUE INTEGER /,QUO_X,QUO_Y,QUO_Z
REAL NUM_X,NUM_Y,NUM_Z
C--t and x axle REAL FRAME(24),MAX_X,MIN_X,MAX_Y,MIN_Y,MAX_Z,MIN_Z
REAL STEP_X,STEP_Y,STEP Z,QUO(3), STEP(3)
IF (MODE==.8'.0R.MODE=='b.) THEN CHARACTER ES,MODEHIN_Z=(QUO_Z)*STEP_Z NUM_Y=7 HAX_Z=MIN_Z.NUM_Z*STEP IF (MODE==.10.0R.MODE==.b.) THEN
NUM_X=(FRAME(16)-FRAME(10))/((FRAME(3)-FRAME(1))/7) RETURN
NUM_Z=(FRAME(8)-FRAME(2))/((FRAME(3)-FRAME(1))/7) END ENDIF
IF (MODE=='X'.0R.MODE=='a.) THEN CONVERT
NUM_X=(FRAME(24)-FRAME(18))/((FRAME(19)-FRAME(17))/7)
NUM_Z=5 This subroutine converts a NUMBER of the type real into a STRING of ENDIF the type character6. The NUMBER must be less than 999999. The output
IF (MODE==.2'.0R.MODE==.z.) THEN STRING will consist of 6 or less CHARACTERS. This subroutine leaves NUM_A=5 the rounding of the NUMBER to the calling statement.
NUM_Z=(FRAME(24)-FRAME(18))/((FRAME(19)-FRAME(17))/7)
ENDIF SUBROUTINE CONVERT(NUMBER, STRING)
C--calculation of increment sizes (STEP_X,STEP_Y) LOGICAL NEGATIV
INTEGER DUMMY,J
QUO(1)=(MAX Y-MIN_Y)/NU14 Y REAL NUMBER, NUMBERIN, DENOM
QUO(2)=(MAX_X-MIN_X)/NUM_X CHARACTER.6 STRING
QUO(3)=(MAX_Z-HIN 2)/NUM_Z
DO 10 1=1,3 NUMBERIN=NUMBER
IF(QUO(I)<=1) STEP(I)=1 DENOM=100000.0
IF(QUO(I)>1.AND.QUO(I)<=1.5) STEP(I)=1.5 J=1









IF(QUO(I)>40.AND.QUO(I)<=50) STEP(I)=50 DO WHILE (J<=6)
IF(QUO(I)>50.AND.QUO(I)<=75) STEP(I)=75 DUMMY=NUMBER/DENOM
IF(QUO(I)>75.AND.QUO(I)<=100) STEP(I)=100 SELECT CASE(DUMMY)
IF(QUO(I)>100.AND.QUO(I)<=150) STEP(I)=150 CASE (0)
IF(QUO(I)>150.AND.QUO(I)<=200) STEP(I)=200 IF (NEGATIV) THEN







IF(QUO(I)>2000.AND.QUO(I)<=2500) STEP(I)=2500 IF (J1=1) THEN
IF(QUO(I)>2500) THEN STRING(J:J)=.0.




IF (ES=='Y'.0R.ES=='y') THEN CASE (1)
STEP X=STEP Y STRING(J:J)=.1'






C--calculation of MIN_X,MAX X,MIN_Y,MAX_Y CASE (5)
STRING(J:J)=.5.
QUO_X=MIN_X/STEP X CASE (6)
QUO_Y=MIN_Y/STEP_Y STRING(J:J)='6'
QUO 2=MIN_Z/STEP_Z CASE (7)
IF (MIN_X<0.0.AND.QUO X/=MIN X/STEP_X) Q0O_X=(QUO_X-1) STRING(J.J)=.7.
IF (MIN_Y<0.0.AND.QUO_Y/=MIN_Y/STEP_Y) QUO_Y=(QUO Y-1) CASE (8)
IF (MIN_Z<0.0.AND.QUO_Z/=MIN Z/STEP Z) QUO_Z=(QUO_Z-1) STRING(J,7)=.8.
CASE (9)
MIN X=(QUO_X)*STEP X STRING(J.J)=.9.
MAX_X=MIN X.NUM_XSTEP X END SELECT
MIN_Y=((200 Y).STEP_Y
MAX_Y=MIN YaNUM_YSTEP_Y IF (DEN014==1.0) THENJ=J+1
STRING(.7.3)=...






















This subroutine draws a dashed line between the points
(Xl_IN,Yl_IN) and (X2 IN,Y2_IN).
ALPHA is the angle between the line form point 1 to 2 and the
horizontal
LENGTH1 is the lenth of each part of the line and
LENGTH2 is the width of the gap between the lineparts.
DIST_AC is the distance between point 1 and 2.
DIST_PL is the distance that has been plotted.
SUBROUTINE DASHED(H1_IN,Y1_IN,X2_IN,Y2 IN)
REAL Xl_IN,Y1_IN,X2_IN,Y2_IN,X1,Y1,X2,Y2































This subroutine determines RESULT for the function
using the secant method.
C/C1=QUO_C=(1-( RESULT /(DIA/2))A3/2).24.
(1-((SPACING-RESULT)/(DIA/2))^3/2).2
The subroutine has to be applied, when the plume. are merging and
when the concentration is sum out of the concentration of two plumes.
PTO,PT1,PT2 are points on the r-axle and






































PDS_GRA programC C 101READ(0,2,ERR=500,END=100)N11 C C 2 FORMAT (A70) C PROGRAM PDS_GRA VERSION 1.0, MARCH 1995C WRITE(0,3200) C C 3200FORMAT(' ENTER WIDTH OF DISCHARGE CHANNEL (M) >',/,'6') C C READ(0,.)W0 C C W0=1. C THIS IS AN INTEGRAL METHOD PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE CHARACTERI-C WRITE(0,3110) C STICS OF A FLOATING JET NOT ATTACHED TO ANY SHORE OR BOTTOM. IFC 3110FORMAT(' ENTER WATER DEPTH IN DISCHARGE CHANNEL DC .',1,'6') C THE PLUME HITS SHORE OR BOTTOM, THIS PROGRAM SHOULD NOT BE USED) C READ(0,)HO C FOR DETAILS AS TO THE THEORY UPON WHICH THIS MODEL IS BASED SEEC C H0=1. C "WORKBOOK OF THERMAL PLUME PREDICTION-VOL.2-SURFACE DISCHARGE. C WRITE(0,3120) C BY M. A. SHIRAZI AND L.R. DAVIS, EPA-R2-72-005b, MAY 1974. C 3120FORMAT(' ENTER DISCHARGE FLOWRATE (CU METERS/S) .',/,'6') C IT CAN BE OBTAINED FROM NTIS NO. PB2358431. C READ(0,) Q0 C C C Q0=1. C C 1.10=Q0/(H0W0) C C WRITE(0,3130) C PROGRAM INPUT C 3130FORMAT(' ENTER AMBIENT CURRENT VELOCITY (M /S] >',/,'6') C C READ(0,)UA C C C UA=0.01 C TITLE INFORMATION AS DESIRED BY THE USER C WRITE(0,3140) C C 3140FORMAT(' ENTER DISCHARGE ANGLE RELATIVE TO CURRENT (DEG) c',/,'6') C 1. DISCHARGE CHANNEL WIDTH (M) C READ(0,)TH0 C 2. WATER DEPTH IN DISCHARGE CHANNEL (M) C C TH0=90. C 3. DISCHARGE FLOWRATE (CU-M/S) C WRITE(0,3150)
C 4. AVERAGE AMBIENT VELOCITY (M/S) C 3150FORMAT(' ENTER DISCHARGE WATER TEMPERATURE [C] >,,/,.6.) C 5. TEMPERATURE IN DISCHARGE CHANNEL (C) C READ(0,.)TO C 6. TEMPERATURE OF AMBIENT (C) C C TO=14.
C 7. DISCHARGE ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE CURRENT AND NEAR SHORE (DEG)C WRITE(0,3160)
C 8. SALINITY OF DISCHARGE AND AMBIENTBOTH THE SAME (PPT) C 3160FORMAT(' ENTER AMBIENT WATER TEMPERATURE (C] >',/,'&') C IF FRESH WATER USE A LOW VALUE SUCH AS .01 (NOT ZERO) C READ(0,)TA
C 9. SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER FACTOR: C C TA=12.
C ENTER 1 FOR LOW HEAT TRANSFER (HUMID-CALM CONDITIONS) C SAL=.001
C ENTER 2 FOR AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER C WRITE(0,3170)
C ENTER 3 FOR HIGH HEAT TRANSFER (DRY-WINDY CONDITIONS) C 3170FORMAT(' ENTER WATER SALINITY (PPP) .',/,'6') C 10. DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM WHERE COMPUTATIONS ARE TO STOP (M) C READ(0,)SA C (THE PROGRAM ALSO STOPS AFTER 10 PAGES OF OUTPUT OR C C SA=1
C IF THE LOCAL CENTERLINE EXCESS TEMPERATURE IS BELOW C IF(SA.GT.0.)SAL=SA C .001 TIMES THE DISCHARGE EXCESS TEMPERATURE) C WRITE(0,3180) C C 3180FORMAT(' ENTER SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER INDEX: 1,2, OR 3'/ C C 1FOR LOW HEAT TRANSFER (DAMP, STILL AIR)'/ C C I 2FOR AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER./ C PDS_GRA VERSION 1.0, MARCH 1995 C 3FOR HIGH HEAT TRANSFER (DRY, WINDY) >',/,'4') C C READ(0,6)IHT
C PDS_GRA IS A FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM PDS. PDS_GRA ISC C IHT=1
C CACABLE OF INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS. THEREFORE, PDS WAS MODIFIED AND C WRITE(0,3190) C THE SUBROUTINES DISPLAY, MXGRID, DIS_AREA, INTERPOL, AND CLS C 3190FORMAT(' ENTER MAXIMUM DISTANCE FOR SIMULATION (1.1]>',/,'6') C WERE ADDED TO THE ORIGINAL CODE. PDS_GRA CAN BE USED IN THE SAME C READ(0,)SLIM C WAY AS PDS. C C SLIM=100. C Tobias HoevekampC GO TO 502
C C 500WRITE(0,501)
501FORMAT (' ERROR IN INPUT DATA, STOP') CHARACTER70 N11,TEXT(7) GO TO 100
CHARACTER FNAM2'14,DIS_MODE,AOAIN 502CONTINUE REAL R,LHS GOTO(128,129,130)IHT REAL TRAJ X(999),TRAJ_Y(999),TEMP(999),WIDTH(999) 128AX=1.0E-06
COMMON/A/i,CD,CF,EH,EV,GP,DR,Aff,V,A,DS,P,SP,S2,RE GOTO 131
COMMON/B/THO,FRO,FS,N11,NLINE,NPAGE,XX1 129AX=1.0E-05
COMMON /C! Y(7), D(7), PRMT(5), AUX(20,7),AR(20),YY(8),IHLF,S GOTO 131
COMMON/D/ U1,51,TIME,TO,TA,UO,UA,TRO,HO,WO,THO 130AX=1.0E-04
COMMON/E/ TRAJ_X,TRAJ_Y,TEMP,WIDTH 131 SLIM= SLIM /H0
COMMON/IDASH/Y2LAST,IOUT,INDEX 3177FORMAT(2A1) COMMON/CHAR/DIS_MODE E=.05
EQUIVALENCE (Y(1),Q), (Y(2),T), (Y(3),TH), (Y(41,B1, (Y(5),H) EV=.2 EQUIVALENCE (Y(6),XP),(Y(7),YP) EH=.02 IOUT=5




3105FORMAT(' ENTER TITLE OF THIS RUN',/







OP =1. /FS THOS=THO
XP =O.
YP=0. 103WRITE(0,)
CALL AREA(0) WRITE(0,) 'DO YOU WISH TO DDISPLAY THE RESULT.
WRITE(0,) ' W; WRITE THE RESULTS TO A FILE' C--calculate conditions at end of development zone WRITE(0,) B; DO BOTH; DISPLAY AND WRITE'
WRITE(0,) ' > S/.5.4FRO(-.33)A(.64) READ(0,) DIS_MODE
Bl= ( (1 . 56SIFS/13* (FS-1. 0 ) .6 1. 5) . 667+1 . 0 ) 6B/FS
141=11B/B1 IF (DIS_MODE=='W.OR.DIS MODE=='w..OR.D/S_MODE==.13'.0R. THO = 1.5707963TH/90.0 DIS_MODE==.b.) THEN M=A(1...5GP) WRITE(0,77) STH = SIN(THO) 77 FORMAT(' ENTER NON EXISTING FILENAME FOR OUTPUT> ',A1,/,'8') CTH = COS(THO) READ(D,66)FNAM2 N=0 66 FORMAT(A14) DELH=.2
IF(FNAM2 EQ. CON' .0R.FNAM2 . EQ. con' . OR. FNAM2 . EQ. TTY' .0R.FNA/42. BM=1.0 EQ..tty') THEN 31 CONTINUE IOUT=0 FD = 0.5 CD VABS(V)STIISTSSI(1.6.H1)/2.0 ELSE RV = SQRT(OU2.0(1VCTHVV) OPEN(5,FILE=FNAM2,STATUS='NEW) IF (RV.EQ.0.0.OR.RE.EQ.0.) GO TO 17 ENDIF SF = RV0.5(1.6.H1) ENDIF SF = SQRT(SQRT(1./(RESF)))
SF = 0.0206SFRVRV WO=WOS SF = CFSI(.5A+B1)SF HO=HOS SEX = SF(V-UCTH)/RV
Q0 =QOS SFY = -SF.61.1STH/RV U0 =U0S GO TO 19 UA=UAS 17 SFX = 0.0 TO=TOS SFY = 0.0 TA=TAS 19 CONTINUE THO=THOS
A=WO/HO C--calculate initial angle V=UA/U0
TRO=TO-TA TH = MSTHFDCTH SFY TH=THO TH = ATAN(TH/(1.1CTH(21.6(2./T-1.)FDSTH SFX))
IF (TH.LT.0.0) TH=P+TH INDEX=2
TRAJ_X(1)=0. C--calculate initial thickness and width H, and B TRAJ Y(1)=0.
TEMP(1)=T0 -TA LHS = lCOS(TH-THO)VQ(2./T-1.)COS(TH) WIDTH(1)=W0 LES = LHS (SFXFDSIN(THOCOS(TH)
LHS = LHS (SFYFDCOS(THOSIN(TH) C--calculate froude number and inceatment of arc. - -- RHS=8.0/T 2 A/(P BM 2)+SP.5BM3TGPAA.25/81
DIF =RNS -LHS
CALL SIGMAT(TO,SAL,R200) IF(N.OT.0)GO TO 32 CALL SIGMAT(TA,SAL,RBOA) N=1
FRO=(RHOA-Rii00)/RHOA DIF1=ABS(DIF) IF(FRO.LE.0.0) FRO.10(-12.) IF(ABS(DIF1/1,11S).LT..001)G0 TO 80 FRO=FRO9.8H0 BM=BM4DELH FRO=UO/SQRT(FRO) GO To 31 DS=5.0SQRT(A) 32 DIF2 = ABS(DIF)
IF(ABS(DIF2/1,118).LT..001)G0 TO 80 C--set initial constants IF(DIF2.GT.DIF1) DELH =- .5DELH
BM=B14+DELH Y2LAST=1. DIF1=DIF2 P = 3.14159 N=Nal SP = SQRT(P) IF(N.LT.500 (GO TO 31 S2 = SQRT(2.0) WRITE(IOUT,5)
01 =0. 5 FORMAT(/' ASSUMING UPSTREAM WEDGE PRESENT USING F 1.02') U1=1. BM = 1. TIME=0.
RE=0.0 CC=1.-1./C CD=1.0 B1=8. Q 40PC/T3/(PSPLHs3cc2) CF=0.0 111=SPLHS2CC/(2.Q2GPC/T) XX1=1.4
Q=A C--calculate initial values of Q,X,Y FS=FROFRO
U=1. 80 XP = XPSICOS(TH) T=1. YP = YPSPSIN(TH) B=A/2. B=B1BMH.H1BM
ELSE Q = 2.0.4/T
WRITE(0,) 'DO YOU WISH TO C: CHANGE INPUT VALUES THO = 90.0TH0/1.5707963
WRITE(0,) E: EXIT PROGRAM'
WRITE(0,.) C--assign values to parameters in subroutines OUTP and KHPCG
READ(0,) AGAIN





IF (AGAIN...C..OR.AGAIN.=.c.) THEN PRMT(4) = 0.01
122 WRITE(0,106)W0S,HOS,Q0S,UAS,TOS,TAS,THOS DO 85 1=1,7





2. DISCHARGE DEPTH =.,F15.3,. METERS',/,
DISCHARGE FLOW =',F15.3,. CUBICMETERS/S.,/,
AMBIENT VELOCITY METERS/S.,/,
DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE =',F15.3,' C.,/,
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ..,F15.3,' C.,/,
DISCHARGE ANGLE =',F15.3,' DEGREES') WRITE(IOUT,1) CHAR(12),NPAGE,N11
WRITE(0,107) 1 FORMAT(A1,///,' FLOATING WARM WATER JETS --',43X,'PAGE.,I4/
11X,A70,//) 107FORMAT(' WHICH DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? GIVE NUMBER 1-7,
WRITE(IOUT,125) TA,UA,T0,110,W0,THO,Q0 READ(0,108)INEW 125 FORMAT(1X..AMBIENT CONDITIONS :TEMP. TA= ',F5.1,' DEG. C,; 108FORMAT(I1)
VEL. =',F4.2,' M/S./23X,' HEAT CONVECTION= ',A14//1X,
'DISCHARGE CONDITIONSTEMP. .',F5.1,.C; DEPTH 111
GO TO(111,112,113,114,115,116,117)INEW
WRITE(0,118) WOS F5.2,' M. ;WIDTH =',F6.2,' M../24X,
'ANGLE ',F5.1,. DEG;',.DISCHARGE RATE =',F7.2,' CU-M/S')
118 FORMAT(' OLD VALUE IS =',F15.3)
WRITE(0,119) WRITE(IOUT,33)FRO 119FORMAT(' NEW VALUE IS 33 FORMAT(' DISCHARGE DENSIMENTRIC FROUDE NO. =',F10.2,//) READ(0,.)WOS WRITE (IOUT,4)





113WRITE(0,118) QOS CALL KHFCG
WRITE(0,119)
READ(0,)Q0S C- -writeareas within isotherms
U0S=Q0S/(HOSW0S)
GO TO 120 IF (DIS
114WRITE(0,118) UAS DIS MODE...b.) THEN
WRITE(0,119) WRITE (IOUT,200) CHAR(12),N11 READ(0,)UAS 200 FORMAT(A1,///,5X,'AREAS OF EXCESS TEMPERA GO TO 120 'SUREFO R ',/,6X,A70) 115WRITE(0,118) TOS WRITE (IOUT,201)
WRITE(0,119) 201 FORMAT (/1,5X,'EXC.TEMP. (DEG. C).,5X,'AREA (SQ. M)',/) READ(0,)TOS DO 90 1=1,20
GO TO 120 TI = I
116WRITE(0,118) TAS TI = TI/20.0
WRITE(0,119) IF(T.GT.TI) GO TO 301
READ(0,)TAS TI=TITRO GO TO 120 AR(I)=AR(I)H02.0 117WRITE(0,118) THIS WRITE(IOUT,202) TI,AR(I) WRITE(0,119) 202 FORMAT (9X,F5.2,13X,E10.3)
READ(0,)THOS GO TO 90 GO TO 120 301 TI=TITRO
120WRITE(0,121) T1=TTR0 121FORMAT(' DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANOTHER?Y/N,',A1,/,'6') AR(I)=AR(I).H02.0 READ(0,)AGAIN WRITE(IOUT,302)TI,AR(I),T1
IF(AGAIN.EQ..7'.0R.AGAIN.EQ..y.)00 TO 122 302 FORMAT(9X,F5.2,13X,E10.3,2X,'PARTIAL AREAAREAS VALID',
'TO T =',F5.3,' C') 123
WRITE(0,123)





88 FORMAT(") IF (DIS_MODE.=.D..OR.DIS_MODE==.d..OR.DIS_MODE=='B'.0R. CLOSE(5) DIS_MODE = ='b') THEN
STOP TEXT(1) =N11















COMMON/C/ Y(7), D(7), PRMT(5), AUX(20,7),A(20),YY(8),IHLF,S
COMMON/D/ U1,91,TIME,TO,TA,00,0A,TRO,HO,W0,THO
EQUIVALENCE (Y(1),Q), (Y(2),T), (Y)3),TH), (Y(4),B),(Y(5),H)
EQUIVALENCE (Y(6),XP), (Y(7),YP)
IF(J.NE.0)00 TO 20
C--initialize variables A and W1
DO 15 1,1,20
A(I) . 0.0










40 W2(I) = B'SQRT(ALOO(T /TI))
50 A(I) = A(I) (W2(I)+ Wl(I))DS










COMMON/C/ Y(7), D(1), PRMT(5), AUX(20,7),AR(20),TY(8),IHLF,S
COMMON/D/ U1,S1,TIME,TO,TA,UO,UA,TRO,50,W0,THO
































II = 0.1'YI 0.05
YI = EXP(-2.0Y/*YI)






SFX = SFX + RW(VST*STHUYI*CTH)
25 SFY = SFYRV*(VCT + UYI)
QJ = QJ + 1.77*DQ
QV = QA + QJ
ON =O.





C--calculates derivatives of Q,T,TH,B,H,X, and Y
D(1) = QE + QV
D(2) . -T*(2.0*SP*AX*B + D(1))/Q
DTH = -FD + SFY*CTHSFXSTH
DTH = DTH - VST*D(1)
D(3) = DTH/(0(:)/(P*BH) + GPT11HB*SP/2.0)
IF(F.LT.1.0) F=1.001
D(4)=XKl/(SQRT(B.F/H-1.0))
DB = SFY*P*STH + SFXP*CTH
DB = DB +(P.VCT-2.0(2/(3H))*D(1)













IF (RI.GT.0.8) 00 TO 10
Ed = EXP(-4.0)RF = (EXP(-5.0131) E4)/)1.0 E4)
GO TO 20 C--write results into TRAJ X,TRAJ_Y,TEMP,WIDTH
10 RF = 0.0




REAL TRAJ X(999),TRAJ_Y(999),TEMP(999),WIDTH(999) C PUT PRMT(5)= 1.0IF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION SHALL STOP CHARACTER N11.70,DIS MODE IF (NPAGE .GT.20) PRMT(5)=1.0
COMMON/A/E,CD,CF,EH,EV,GP,DR,AX,V,A,DS,P,SP,S2,RE IF IT .LT. 0.005) PRMT(5)=1.0
COMMON/B/THO,FRO,FS,N11,NLINE,NPAGE,XX1 RETURN





EQUIVALENCE (Y(1),Q), (Y(2),T), (Y(3),TH), (Y(4),B),(Y(5),H)
EQUIVALENCE (Y(6),XF), (Y(7),YP) CHARACTER N11.70
COMMON/A/E,CD,CF,EH,EV,GP,DR,AX,V,AM,DS,P,SP,S2,RE C--is number of lines 50. COMMON/B/THO,FRO,FS,N11,NLINE,NPAGE,XK1




C--number of lines is 50 or more, skip to next page and write heading--- NDIM=7
IMLF=0
10 NPAGE = NPAGE .1 X=PRMT(1)
H=PRMT(3)
IF (DIS_MODE==.W, .0R.DIS_MODE==.'w..OR.DIS_MODE==.H .0H. PRMT(5)=0.
DIS_MODE==.b.) THEN DO 1 I=1,NDIM
WRITE(IOUT,1) CHAR(12),NPAGE,N11 AUX(16,I)=0.




,4X,.TIME.,6X,.Q/Q0',4X, .QM/Q0',3X,'DEPTH(M.).,2X, C--error returns
.WIDTH(M.)./,22X,'(DEG. C)',4X,.(SEC.)',3X,'(DILU.)./)
ENDIF 2 IHLF=12
NLINE = 0 GO TO 4
3 IHLF=13
C--number of lines is less than 50, calculate and write output data
C--computation of dery for starting values
11 NLINE = NLINE 1
CALL AREA(1) 4 CALL FCT U = 2.0(Q/(PBH) - VCOS(TH))
RV = U0(VSIN(TH))2 C--recording of starting values RI = OPTH32/RV
UVCT = UVCOS(TH) CALL OUTP
TIME=TIME.2.(S-S1)/(U14.UVCT) IF(PEMT(5))6,5,6
VC=TIME110/00 5 IF(IHLF)7,7,6
U1 =UVCT 6 RETURN
S1=S 7 DO 8 /=1,NDIM
QOUT= Q/A 8 AUX(8,I)=DERY(I) QM=QOUT/2.0
CR=TROT C--computation of aux(2,I) WS=SH0
WX=XP110 ISW=1 WY=YPH0 GO TO 100
WQOUT=QOUT
9 X=X.H WH=IHO
WB=BH02.0 DO 10 I=1,NDIM
10 AUX(2,I)=Y(I)
IF (DIS_MODE==.W'.0R.DIS_MODE=='W.OR.DIS MODE...B..0R.
DIS NODE=.'b.) THEN C--increment is rested by means of bisection
WRITE (IOUT,5)WX,WY,CR,VC,WQOUT,QM,WH,MB
5 FORMAT(2(2X, F7.2,2X),F7.3,2X,E9.3,2X,F7.2, 11 IHLF=IIILF.1



































C--The following part of subroutine HPCG computes by means of





























C--possible break-point for linkage
C--starting values are computed
C--now start Hemmings modified predictor-corrector method
X =X+H 200 ISTEP=3 CALL FCT 201IF(N-8)204,202,204 X=PRMT(1)
DO 22 I=1,NDIM
C--N=8 causes the rows of AUX to change their storage locations AUX(11,I)=DERY(I)
22 Y(1)=AUX(1,1).11(.375AUX(8,1)..7916666667AUX(9,1) 202DO 203 N=2,7
-.2083333333.AUX(10,1)..04166666667.DERY(1)) DO 203 I=1,NDIM 23 X =X+B
AUX(N-1,I)=AUX(N,I) N=N.1 203AUX(N+6,I)=AUX(N+7,I) CALL FCT N=7 CALL OUTP
1F(PRMT(5))6,24,6 C--N lees than 8 causes N+1 to get N 24 IF(N-4)25,200,200
25 DO 26 I=1,NDIM 204 N=N+1 AUX(N,I)=Y(I)
26 AUX(14.7,I)=DHRY(I) C--computation of next vector Y IF(N-3)27,29,200




















C--predictor is now generated in row 16 of AUX, modified predictorCis generated in Y.DELT means an auxiliary storage
CALL FCT















211 IF(IHLF-11) 213, 212, 212
212RETURN
213 IF(H (X-PRMT(2) )) 214, 212, 212
214 IF(ABS(X-PRMT(2))-.1ABS(H))212,215,215
215 IF(DELT-.02PRMT(4))216,216,201










AUX(N -1, I)= AUX(N -2,I)
AUX(N -2, I)= AUX(N -4, I)








































This subroutine creates the interactive graphics of the program.
WX and WY store the points on the trajectory of the plume.
WX and WX are arrays of the size SIZE.
TEMP stores the centerline temperature at each point of the
trajectory
WIDTH _T is the width of the plume at each point of the trajectory
MAX TEMP is the temperature at the beginning of the plume
TEXT contains information about the text to be displayed
AGAIN is a character variable that is used as a flag
DISPLAY
SUBROUTINE DISPLAY(WX,WY,TEMP,WIDTH T,MAX TEMP, SIZE,TEXT,AGAIN)
PARAMETER (MAX=999)
INTEGER SET_COLO(10),I,J,MAX_I,NUM_AREA,ADD_COL,NUM_PTS,SIZE













CHARACTER INPUT, ES, QUEST, LEGEND, AGAIN, INTER
DATA FRAME/0.96,0.95,10.58,0.95,10.58,7.8,0.96,7.8/
DATA SCREEN/.01,.01, 10.99,.01, 10.99,8.49, 0.01,8.49/
TEXT(4)=.Press any key to exit the display'


















TEMP_RAT(6)=.05TEMP_RAT(7)=.03 WRITE(6,.) TEMP_RAT(8)=.015 WRITE(6,')
' Enter MI14_1( (',MI14_4(,.), . TEMP RAT(9)=.009 READ(6,.) IN TEMP RAT(10)=.005 IF (IN/=3) MIN X=IN
WRITE(6,')
' Enter MAX _X (',MAX_X,'): SET_COLO(1)=4 READ(6,5) IN SET_COLO(2)=12 IF (IN/=3) MAX_X=IN SET_COLO(3)=5 WRITE(6,') ' Enter MIN_Y (',MIN Y,'): ' SET_COLO(4)=13 READ(6,5) IN SET_COLO(5)=1 IF (IN/=3) MIN Y=IN SET_COLO(6)=3 WRITE(6,*) . If you wish equispaced axis enter "2" SET_COLO(7)=9 WRITE(6,*) SET_COLO(8)=14 WRITE(6,5) ' Enter MAX _Y (',MAX_Y,'):
' SET_COLO(9)=6 READ(6,*) IN






DO WHILE (AGAIN=='D..OR.AGAIN==.d.) ENDIF
INPUT=.Y.
DO WHILE (INPUT/=.13..AND.INPUT/=.d.) C--input of gradiation of temperature distribution
CALL DIS_AREA(MIN_X,MIN_Y,MAX X,MAX Y,ES)
WRITE(6,40)(.',I=1,30) IF (INPUT==.2.) THEN
40 FORMAT (A1,/) WRITE(6,.) 'Change of Gradiation of Temp. Distribution.
WRITE(6,.) .The display settings are: . WRITE(6,*)
WRITE(6,.) . 1. Display Area NO, . WRITE(6,*)
WRITE(6,31) . Min_X: ',MIN_X,. Max X: .,MAX_X WRITE(6,*) . Enter the number of different areas (1-10) >
WRITE(6,31)
' Min_y: ',MIN_Y,. Max_Y: .,MAX_Y READ(6,.) NUM_AREA
31 FORMAT(1X,A16,F6.1,A11,F6.1) WRITE(6,*)
IF (E5=='Y') THEN WRITE(6,*)
WRITE(6,*) . Both axis are equispaced.. WRITE(6,.) ' Enter the temperature ratios beginning with
ELSE *highest value) .
WRITE(6,5) . The axis are not equispaced.'
ENDIF
DO 50 I=1,NUM AREA
wRITE(6,51) Enter Temp Rat(',I,') > '
WRITE(6,.) 51 FORMAT (A18,12,A3)
WRITE(6,5) . 2. Eradiation of Temperature Distribution' READ(6,.) TEMP RAT(I)
WRITE(6,5) . Temp. Ratio Color' 50 CONTINUE
DO 32 I=1,NUM_AREA WRITE(6,.)
WRITE(6,33) TEMP_RAT(I),SET_COLO(I) WRITE(6,*)
32 CONTINUE WRITE(6,5) ' Do you wish to change the colors? . 33 FORMAT (19X,F5.3,15X,I2) READ(6,*) QUEST
WRITE(6,.) IF (QUEST==.y..oR.QUEST==.Y.) THEN WRITE(6,.) . 3. Display of Legend' WRITE(6,.) ' The colorcode is as follows:
SELECT CASE (LEGEND) WRITE(6,.) ' 0 black '
CASE (.L., .1') WRITE(6,*) ' 1 blue '
WRITE(6,.) The legend is on the lefthand side.' WRITE(6,.) ' 2 green .
CASE (.R.,,r.) WRITE(6,.) ' 3 turgoise.
side.'
WRITE(6,5) The legend is on the righthand WRITE(6,5) ' 4 red '
WRITE(6,5) ' 5 violet. CASE ('N','W) WRITE(6,.) ' 6 tan .
WRITE(6,.) Display without legend.. WRITE(6,.) ' 7 light grey' END SELECT WRITE(6,5) ' 8 dark grey' WRITE(6,) WRITE(6,) . 9 aqua .
WRITE(6,.) 4. Interpolation: ',INTER WRITE(6,*) . 10 lime '
WRITE(6, *) If you wish to change the setting press the number WRITE(6,.) ' 11 sky blue'
0 WRITE(6,.) ' 12 salmon' 5fthesetting you wish' WRITE(6,5)
. 13 lilac '
WRITE(6,.) 'to change. Press "D" for a display of the result. WRITE(6,*) ' 14 yellow .
WRITE(6,.) ' 15 white '
READ(6,.) INPUT WRITE(6,5)
WRITE(6,5) Enter the colorcode for each area' WRITE(6,40) (",I=1,30) WRITE(6,.)
DO 60 I=1,NUM_AREA C--inputofdisplay area WRITE(6,.) ' Enter Color(',I,.)
READ(6,.) SET_COLO(I)
IF (INPUT=='1.) THEN 60 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,5) Change of Display Area' ENDIF
WRITE(6,.) ENDIF
WRITE(6,5)














legend on lefthand side'
legend on righthand side'
no legend'
IF (INPUT==.4') THEN
WRITE(6,*) Interpolation of Graph'
WRITE(6,) Y:interpolation of graph








C--calculates the Contur Width
5 CONTINUE
MAX_I=1








C--calculates points on boundary of area
6 CONTINUE


























CALL INTERPOL(NUM PTS,AREA_X,AREA Y,
WX,WY,TEMP,TEMP_RAT(3),MAX_TEMP,WIDTH_T)
ENDIF
C--converts points of AREA_X and AREA_Y into GRAPHICS coordinates
7 CONTINUE
C-- truncates area





























































WEITE(6,.) 'DO YOU WISH TO D: DISPLAY ON SCREEN AGAIN' J=0 WRITE(6,) ' C: CHANGE INPUT VALUE(S)' CALL NEWPEN(10) WR/TE(6,) E: EXIT PROGRAM' DO 10 I=1,SIZE WRITE(6,.)
' POS_X=FRAME(1).(FRAME(3)-FRAME(1))/(MAX_X-MIN_X) READ(6,") AGAIN (WX(I)-MIN_X) END DO
POS_Y=FRAME(2).(FRAME(6)-FRAME(2))/(MAX_Y-MIN_Y)
(wY(I)-MIN_Y) RETURN
IF (POS_X>0.0.AND.POS_X<11.AND.POS_Y>0.0.AND.POS_Y<8.5) THEN END
IF (J==0) CALL PLOT(POS_X,POS_Y,3)
IF (J/=0) CALL PLOT(POS_X,POS_Y,2) MKGRID
J=J+1
ENDIF This subroutine creates the frame for the plots, the grid system, and 10 CONTINUE the axis with their numbering.
C--creates grid and legend
CALL MKGRID(TEXT,FRAME,MIN_X,MIN_Y,MAX_X,MAX_Y)
TEXT is the text of the headline for the display
FRAME consists of 8 points which give the cornerpoints of the frame
MIN .,MAX_. are the areas of the planes that will be displayed
BOX_X(1)=1.4 SUBROUTINE MKGRID(TEXT,FRAME,MIN_X,MIN 1,MAX_X,MAX_Y)
BOX_X(2)=1.9
BOX_X(3)=1.9 INTEGER NUM_X,NUM Y,I
HOX_X(4)=1.4 REAL FRAME(8),SCREEN(8),MAX_X,MIN X,MAX_Y,MIN_Y BOX_Y(1)=7.35 REAL POS_X,POS_Y,D_X,D Y
BOX_Y(2)=7.35 REAL STEP_X,STEP_Y,AXIS
BOX_Y(3)=7.15 REAL X(4),Y(4)
BOX 1(4)=7.15 CHARACTER.6 AXIST
ADD COL=0 CHARACTER.70 TEXT(?)
ADD PTS=0. DATA SCREEN/0.0,0.0, 11.0,0.0, 11.0,8.5, 0.0,8.5/ ROW HIGH=8.5/30.0
IF (LEGEND/='N'.AND.LEGEND/='n') THEN C--initializing of variables
IF (LEGEND==.11..OR.LEGEND==.r.) THEN
ADD_COL=50 NUM X =7
ADD_PTS=11./80.ADD_COL NUM Y =5
DO 55 J=1,4 D_X=(FRAME(3)-FRAME(1))/NUM X





LEGEND_X(4)=1.235+ADD_PTS C--creating the frame
LEGEND_Y(1)=7.65-(NUM_AREA+2.3).ROW_HIGH
LEGEND_Y(2)=7.65-(NUM_AREA+2.3)ROW_HIGH CALL NEWPEN(0)
LEGEND_Y(3)=7.65 DO 10 1=1,4
LEGEND_Y(4)=7.65 X(1)=SCREEN(2I-1)
CALL NEWPEN(0) IF (I==4) THEN
CALL FILL(4,LEGEND X,LEGEND_Y) X(2)=SCREEN(1)
CALL NEWPEN(15) ELSE
CALL GTEXT(3,10+ADD_COL,'Legends') X(2)=SCREEN(2I+1)
CALL OTEXT(4,10+ADD_COL,,Temp. Ratio') ENDIF
DO 65 I=1,NUM_AREA IF (I==4) THEN












65 CONTINUE IF (I==4) THEN
ENDIF y(3)=FRAME(2)ELSE
Y(3 ) =FRAME(2.I+2 )
ENDIF














































DO 13 I= 0,NUM_Y
CALL CONVERT(AXIS,AXIST)
IF (I==0) CALL GTEXT(26,0,AXIST)
IF (I ==1) CALL GTEXT(21,0,AXIST)
IF (I=.2) CALL OTEXT(17,0,AXIST)
IF (I==3) CALL GTEXT(12,0,AXIST)
IF (I==4) CALL GTEXT(7,0,AXIST)










This subroutine transforms the input data MIN_X,MIN_Y,MAX_X,MAX_Y
into values which can be displayed by MEGRID
*ES indicates if the axis are eguispaced (Y) or not eguispaced






















































































This subroutine converts a NUMBER of the type real into a STRING of
the type character.6. The NUMBER must be less than 999999. The output
STRING will consist of 6 or less CHARACTERS. This subroutine leaves
the rounding of the NUMBER to the calling statement.
SUBROUTINE CONVERT(NUMBER, STRING)
LOGICAL NEGATIV
INTEGER DUMMY,JREAL NUMBER, NUMBERIN, DENOM





IF (NUMBER<0.) THEN INTEGER COLOR
STRING(1:1)=.-' REAL X(4),Y(4)
NUMBER=-NUMBER
J=2 DATA X /0.0,11.0,11.0,0.0/








IF (NEGATIV) THEN *This subroutine draws a dashed line between the points
IF (J/=2) THEN (Xl_IN,Yl_IN) and (X2_IN,Y2_IN).
STRING(JtJ)=.0. ALPHA is the angle between the line form point 1 to 2 and the
ELSE horizontal
STRING(JaJ)=. LENGTH1 is the lenth of each part of the line and
J=J-1 LENGTH2 is the width of the gap between the lineparts.
ENDIF DIST_AC is the distance between point 1 and 2.















STRING(J:J)=.4. DIST_AC=((X1-X2) ..2.(Y1-Y2).2) ..5
CASE (5) DIST_PL=0
STRING(J1J)=.5.
CASE (6) CALL PLOT(X1,Y1,3)
STRING(J3J)=.6.
CASE (7) DO WHILE (DIST_PL <= (DIST_AC-(LENGTH1+LENGTH2)))
STRING(J:J)=.7. X1=X14COS(ALPHA) *LENGTH1




END SELECT Y1=Y14SIN(ALPHA) *LENGTH2
CALL PLOT(X1,Y1,3)
IF (DENOM==1.0) THEN EbrIgIg_PL=DIST_PL+LENGTH2
J=J+1
STRING(J,J)=... IF (DIST_AC-DIST_PL <= LENGTH') THEN













END This subroutine calculates interpolated values for the tip of each
area of a certain temperature ratio to improve the appearance of
CLS the displayed area.NUE_PTS is the number of points that belong to each area
AREA_X and AREA_Y contain the coordinates of the points on the
boundary of the currently calculated area
WX and WY are the coordinates of the trajectory
TEMP contains the temperatures at each point of the trajectory
TEMP_RAT is the temperature ratio of the currently calculated
area
MAX_TEMP is the maxium temperature at the beginning of the plume



























































aaa END OP POS_GRA
INT WY=WY(MAX_I-4,J).
(WY(MAX_I-313)-WY(MAX_I-4.J))/(J+
ALPHA=ATAN2(WY(MAX_I-(J-1))-WY(
WX(RAX_I-(3-1))-WX(MAX_I-J)
AREA_X(MAX I4-6-INDEX)=INT_WX-SIN
AREA_X(MAX_I+6+INDEX)=INT_WX.SIN
AREA_Y(MAX_I4.6-INDEX)=INT_WY+COS
AREA_Y(MAX_1(.6+INDEX)=INT_WY-COS
ELSE
AREA_X(MAX_I+6-INDEX)=AREA_X(MAX
AREA_X(MAX_I+6+INDEX)=AREA_X(MAX
AREA_Y(MAX_I+6-INDEX)=AREA_Y(MAX
AREA_Y(MAX_I+6INDEX)=AREA_Y(MAX
ENDIF
1)1
MAX_I-J),
(ALPHA).WIDTH_C/2.
(ALPHA).WIDTH_C/2.
(ALPHA)WIDTH_C/2.
(ALPHA).WIDTH_C/2.
_I+6-INDEX-1)
_I+6)
_I+6-INDEX-1)
_1.6)